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Sula is a 38’ Westerly Oceanranger, built in 1990 for comfort rather than speed.   A centre cockpit 

and in-mast furling make her easy and safe for two people to handle, with space enough for 

extended living aboard and civilised entertaining.    Leaving from our base in the Clyde, my wife 

Kyla and I spent the summer of 2014 sailing her north of the Arctic Circle to the Lofoten Islands in 

Norway, and then down the coasts of Norway and Sweden to leave her in Denmark for the winter. 
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18 – 24 May:  Greenock to Wick – two canals, three firths and a couple of whales 
It was an inauspicious start.  We set off from Greenock’s James Watt Dock marina in sheeting rain 

and a blustery wind, after the damp delights of fuelling up under umbrellas to keep the downpour 

out of the funnel.   

As we broad-reached past the Cloch Lighthouse 

at the entrance to the Clyde, I thought of my 

grandfather sailing the same waters almost 100 

years ago, on one of the last square-riggers 

trading.   Clydeport only sees container ships 

now.  A massive cruise liner dwarfed the Ocean 

Terminal on Saturday but had left by Sunday 

morning – presumably one rain-sodden day was 

enough for the cruisers to take in the beauties of 

Greenock. 

The southerly wind became steadily more 

boisterous as we motor-sailed down river, and 

we soon had a regular 35 knots over the deck.  Wind against tide gave a bouncy ride and I noticed 

slightly anxious looks between brothers Bobby and Ian, old friends joining us as far as Shetland.  

Their sailing experience was mainly 

Mediterranean and they were clearly 

wondering what they had let themselves in for.   

Things looked up after a great sail through the 

Kyles of Bute, and we finished the day with a 

good run up Loch Fyne to enter the Crinan 

Canal at Ardrishaig and moor by the couthy 

town of Lochgilphead.  

In the morning we raided the delightful 

‘FyneTackle’ for fishing gear to keep us alive in 

Norway, where we wouldn’t be rich enough to 

buy food.  The canal was, as usual, tranquil and 

beautiful and we even had sunshine as we made our way west, sharing the locks with a 40-foot 

Bavaria chartered by five Czech strongmen who provided welcome muscle for the heavy gates.  The 

Crinan Hotel was tempting, but we took advantage of the favourable tide to slip through the Dorus 

Mhor (one of the West Coast’s famous ‘tidal gates’) and stop at Craobh Haven marina, where the 

Lord of the Isles pub provided an excellent dinner. 

Ian relaxing on the canal 

The conspirators: John, Ian, Bobby 



Early next day the tide was just turning against us for our passage through Cuan Sound, the narrow 

and tideswept dogleg which provides a shortcut to the south coast of Mull, but we had our 

smoothest ever passage past the village and its tiny ferry.   Duart Castle looked superb in warm 

sunshine, but as we turned into the Sound 

of Mull towards Lochaline we lost the wind 

so completely that we broke out our new 

fishing gear – without so much as a nibble.   

Lochaline’s excellent little marina now has 

full facilities as well as access to lovely walks 

and good food at the nearby Hotel.    

We balked at a 5am start, but left before 

7am to push against 3 knots of tide a couple 

of hours after the turn at Corran Narrows,  

the entrance to Loch Linnhe.  The small 

overfalls and eddies were no problem. 

Otherwise we had an enjoyable sail past Glensanda superquarry – the biggest hole in Europe – with 

the wind gradually easing and coming aft.  Great conditions for practising with the cruising chute!  It 

gave us an extra 2 knots in the light breeze, and all went very smoothly until the snuffer line 

detached itself.  It was quickly fixed and we sailed on up Loch Linnhe to Fort William, which looked 

as unprepossessing as ever.  Ben Nevis kept its head resolutely in the clouds.   

The Corpach lockkeeper gave us a cheery reception, and the West Highland Line steam train puffed 

past our berth in the Caledonian Canal basin.  The whole scene had a vaguely 1950s feel to it. 

We set out in the sun at 9.00 next morning, and even after waiting half an hour for a large ‘Baltic 

Trader’ to descend we were at the top of Neptune’s Staircase by 12.15. The Staircase is a flight of 

nine interlinked locks lifting the boat 

about 60 metres – it’s a spectacular feat of 

engineering, designed (inevitably) by 

Thomas Telford.  Amazingly, we went up 

alone, with each huge lock all to ourselves 

– which made everything quicker and 

easier. 

The canal trip was relaxing, with dramatic 

views and reasonable weather.    On day 

two we were awarded gold stars by the 

lockkeeper at Kytra, for being good 

children and wearing our lifejackets.  

On Loch Ness the wind is either on your 

nose or up your chuff, and this time we lost.  We wanted to get on, so slightly shamefacedly we 

motored up the loch.  Entertainments on board included drawing (Kyla), working (Ian), and rather 

worryingly reading about survival at sea (Bobby).   Arriving in Inverness we strolled along the canal 

past the wonderful Titanic Museum, which features a 90-foot model of the ship in the owner’s back 

Seahorses at Lochaline 
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garden.  The Clachnaharry Inn is a real pub, not too bothered by progress, and serves up spectacular 

fish and chips. 

We cleared the sea-lock in nice time to catch the 

outgoing tide under Kessock Bridge and out the 

Moray Firth past Chanonry Point and Fort George.  

Unusually, and quite contrary to the forecast, there 

was no wind at all with smoke rising absolutely 

vertically.  The sea was flat calm and we could have 

spotted the famous Fortrose dolphins miles away.  

Unfortunately miles away was where they seemed to 

be and they didn’t show as much as a fin.  

Lunch was a Kyla culinary triumph:  Loch Ness pie, 

concocted and cooked as we motored up the loch 

the day before and designed to be sufficiently solid 

that it could be eaten in any state of sea.  As the sea 

was like a mirror we weren’t able to test the 

mechanics!  

Motoring steadily on, we closed the coast just north of Helmsdale, so that at least there was some 

scenery to look at.  Hundreds of birds were on the water – gulls, guillemots, shags with their spring 

crests on, and the occasional thuggish-looking bonxie.  About 6.30 we noticed a cloud of gulls diving 

into what was presumably a shoal of fish.  As we watched, a large black back and dorsal fin appeared 

– a Minke whale, about 50m away!  The whale lazily surfaced three times, then disappeared.  Half an 

hour later we saw similar bird activity 400m away and sure enough more whales appeared. 

At last a little wind came up and we gave the 

engine a rest.  The Caithness coast is 

spectacular – huge cliffs, stacks and geos, all 

folded and twisted strata of dark, cold rock.  

The sun set spectacularly just as we arrived in 

Wick at 9.45, having made a good average of 

over 6 knots from Inverness. 

Poor old Wick looked deeply depressed.  On 

Saturday night the only people on the streets 

seemed to be either drunk or policemen, and I 

wouldn’t have ventured into most of the pubs 

without an armed escort – though the 

Wetherspoons on the High Street was good.  

Many shops were untidily vacant or taken 

over by pound shops or charities.  A shame for a town that used to be so busy. 

Sunday was our first ‘day off’.  There isn’t a lot to see in Wick unless you’re fascinated by the works 

of Thomas Telford, and shops and museums are firmly closed.  However, the lifeboat provided some 

Unusual wind in the Moray Firth 
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excitement with a genuine ‘shout’, to a fishing boat with an overheated engine.  Wouldn’t have 

happened in the old days....  ‘Fishing on the Sabbath....?’ 

Having been so rude about the place, it’s only fair to record that the Harbourmaster could not have 

been more friendly and was highly reluctant to take our mooring fees! 

26-31 May – Wick to Lerwick: the fourth firth and a lot of islands 
Following the Harbourmaster’s advice we sailed at 6am to get the tides right for crossing the 

Pentland Firth – home to the most powerful tides in Britain, and a place to avoid in all but the right 

conditions.  His timing meant that we had tide against us for much of the passage, but this also 

avoided any danger of being sucked into the Firth with its wild tides and overfalls. 

It was a cold morning, and we did 30-minute stints on the helm for the first while.  The wind 

remained resolutely in the NE rather than going into the E as forecast to give us a decent sail.  We 

motorsailed over a lumpy sea, gradually losing sight of the mainland as we headed NE to pass well 

clear of the fearsome Pentland Skerries. 

Once past the Skerries – at roughly the half-way point of the passage – we were able to bear away 

and sail properly, which was a great relief for us and probably for the engine too.  The weather 

improved and we had a fine fetch up the coast of South Ronaldsay, ending with a run into Kirkwall as 

the sun set.  It was odd to see the contrast between the rugged moorland of Caithness and the 

rolling green fields of Orkney – and between dark grey Wick and bustling, cheerful Kirkwall.  Mooring 

in the marina, which looked half-empty as we approached, was complicated by many local boats 

having lines across two or even three berths.  Maybe a testament to the vigour of the spring winds! 

A couple of cruise liners were docked 

when we arrived, and by next 

morning they had been replaced by 

two Leviathans too big to go 

alongside.  These delivered a deluge 

of over 3000 semi-ambulant 

passengers given seven hours to 

explore the treasures of Orkney.  

Kirkwall’s pavements were jammed 

with tourists 4-abreast, and the tiny 

Italian chapel, when we passed it 

later, had 6 buses parked outside it.  

The lady in the Old Smiddy Museum 

– two rooms of rusty agricultural 

machinery – had received five busloads in the morning and looked shellshocked.  Apparently 80 

cruise ships were scheduled to arrive during the summer. 

Despite the cruisers, St Magnus Cathedral in Kirkwall was one of the most beautiful and peaceful 

places I know.  

The powerful and complex Orkney tides persuaded us not to thread our way north through the 

islands.  Instead we left as we came in, and headed up the east side towards Fair Isle.   What little 

How to get to Orkney 



wind there was once again came from the NE instead of the forecast E:  and at 4.30pm it died 

completely and we motored over an oily calm sea.   

Approaching Fair Isle we saw increasing numbers of birds – puffins, fulmars, guillemots, shags, 

razorbills, gannets and various ducks.  The island is impressive, with massive slabs of rock forming 

cliffs all around it.  A few crofts are scattered over the only bit of flat land: the rest, presumably, 

being given over to sheep to provide wool for the famous sweaters.  We saw only black or white 

sheep – no sign of the red and yellow ones they must also need to make up the patterns. 

The only tenable mooring place, North Harbour, is tiny and guarded by some very assertive rocks at 

the entrance.  There is a quay, but it was occupied by a Norwegian and a Swedish yacht and the 

Good Shepherd, the little passenger ferry 

which provides a link to Shetland.  We 

anchored in 5m of beautifully clear water, 

and a shore party went off to investigate the 

Bird Observatory and other notable 

structures before a superb stew of Kirkwall 

beef guaranteed a sound night’s sleep.  

We woke up to thick fog.   The forecast 

assured us it was patchy, so we waited an 

hour or so until it lifted enough to make 

leaving seem responsible: though our radar 

was playing up there were no local fishing 

boats and no yacht was likely to arrive before 

late afternoon, so the main danger was from bigger ships – which would show up on our AIS.  A 

more serious concern was that the cooking gas ran out, about three weeks before I expected it to 

and with no spare because we were bound for Norway.   Tea made with hot water from the tap 

tastes revolting! 

At midday the sun came out and we motored in light air up the coast of Shetland, enjoying a superb 

view of the Pictish broch at Mousa.  We bagged the last space in Lerwick’s Albert Dock, which was 

full of large Norwegian yachts with not a Red 

Duster in sight.  A couple of phone calls 

established that – contrary to everything in the 

cruising guides – we could indeed find a refill 

for our Camping Gaz in Lerwick, so Bobby and 

Ian jumped into a taxi as soon as the fenders 

hit the quay. 

Lerwick is a bustling place.  The economy 

seems to be going full tilt, with the harbour 

surrounded by accommodation barges and 

liners converted to house thousands of 

workers constructing a new gas treatment 

plant at Sullom Voe.  Though the town is pretty and historic with its tiny lanes, ‘closses’ and 

‘lodberries’, it doesn’t attract cruise liners in the same way as Kirkwall:  overall Shetland is a harder 

North Harbour, Fair Isle 
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and more businesslike place than Orkney.  It was interesting to contrast grey, depressed Wick with 

picturebook Kirkwall and dynamic Lerwick – three very different communities so close together. 

We waved goodbye to Bobby and Ian, but not before taxing their muscles with the bosun’s chair 

challenge as they hauled me up to get the radar scanner down for repair – our experience in the fog 

had confirmed that even with AIS it’s good to have reliable radar. 

For the next couple of days we hired a car and toured around coastal inlets and moorland in glorious 

sunshine.  In town we were able to use the wonderfully welcoming Lerwick Boating Club which 

provides showers, a bar and washing machines that actually work. 

We welcomed Richard and Robbo who would be accompanying us across the North Sea to Norway, 

and bought a massive supply of stores from the 

butcher and the vast Tesco to beat Norwegian 

prices.  Bert from the bonded warehouse 

provided superb service, with spirits at 

genuinely duty-free prices as we were leaving 

the EU.  We knew we wouldn’t starve, and the 

boat was still afloat: but I suspect we’ll be 

finding stray packs of cup-a-soup and tins of 

condensed milk in odd lockers for years to come.   

Final preparations for the big sea passage could 

have been made in a variety of ways – for 

instance, an early night with a good book and a 

mug of hot chocolate.  We chose a last few real 

ales in the Lerwick Boating Club, dinner in a splendid local bistro and – for the more robust members 

of the crew – a long night of merriment in the stews of Lerwick. 

And in the morning we set out... 
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Norway  

A voyage from Shetland to Alesund, north to the Lofoten 
Islands and down the Norwegian coast to Oslo Fjord 

 

 

 

  



 

Lerwick to Lofoten 
 

1-3 June – Oil and Alesund 
We slipped away from Lerwick’s Albert Dock at noon in warm sunshine, and bashed out of the 

harbour against 3 knots of tide.  Sails went up in a good SE breeze as we passed Rova Head light, and 

we scarcely adjusted them until we reached Alesund.  We couldn’t have asked for better wind, and 

had a storming beam reach at 8+ knots until the wind eased about 40 miles from the Norwegian 

coast.   

The sea was initially lumpy but settled down to a rolly swell and the galley strap, keeping the cook in 

place beside the stove, quickly came into its own.  As Shetland receded into the haze we rotated 

helming duties and soon got into a routine, which was formalised when we started watches of two 

hours on, two hours off at 9pm.  Short watches helped fight off the torpor induced by dining on a 

huge Lerwick-style Dangerous Dan pie.   

Sunset, just after 11pm, was spectacular.  There 

was no true darkness, and a tentative dawn 

followed at about 1.30am – it seemed to take 

forever for the daylight to get its act together.  

Apart from the occasional rig support vessel we 

saw no shipping, and the night’s main 

entertainment was gazing at oilrigs as we 

passed by the Heather, Brent and Cormorant 

fields and into the Norwegian Statoil sector.  

Some were spectacular in the dusk:  vast alien 

invaders, lit up like Christmas trees on steroids 

and with huge flares casting a hellish glow.  

Though we could often see several rigs around the horizon, we had no trouble keeping clear and no 

contact with their security boats. 

By the middle of the second night the novelty was beginning to wear off, and we were glad to make 

landfall as lines of rugged, snowy mountains materialised in the distance.  Guillemots, fulmars and 

gulls started to appear, and it was evident that our fair wind would see us arrive much earlier than 

planned.   We considered heaving-to to avoid entering Alesund in the middle of the night, but the 

dying wind and the straightforward approach to the port persuaded me that we should simply plug 

on in, and find a berth where we could. 

In the event we gilled about for nearly an hour as two enormous cruise ships manoeuvred in our 

path, so we finally entered Alesund’s guest harbour in bright sunshine just after 3am – a crossing of 

over 250 miles in 39 hours.  We found an empty berth and enjoyed a well-earned sleep.   

  

Spot the oilrig 



3-4 June – Alesund and into the fjords  
In the morning we tried to register our arrival in Norway, but neither the harbourmaster nor the 

information bureau knew how we could do so – the idea seemed to be a bit of a novelty.  The 

general advice was that it would cause everyone more inconvenience than it was worth.1  So we 

decided to ignore the problem for the moment. 

Alesund is said to be the prettiest town in 

Norway, rebuilt after a disastrous fire in 1904 

with art nouveau buildings in a setting 

dominated by hills and the sea.  The harbour is 

in the middle of town, surrounded by cafes 

and shops including a wonderful 1950s style 

chandlery.  Last night’s cruise ships had 

disgorged their cargo, and the streets were 

packed with strolling passengers. 

As our introduction to salt cod, next day we 

ate a lunch of bacalao, the traditional basque 

dish which sustained the Norwegian fishing 

industry for hundreds of years – delicious, but you 

might not choose it as your staple diet.  To work it off 

we climbed the 481 steps to Alesund’s hilltop 

viewpoint, from which we could marvel at the fact that 

the town’s three islands are all connected by 6 

kilometres of road tunnels.  We were beginning to get 

the idea of what almost limitless oil wealth could do for 

five million people. 

In mid-afternoon we set off for our first fjord-bashing 

with a trip to Volda, a fishing village about 30 miles 

away.  In light airs we goose-winged down a succession 

of deep inlets, going ever-deeper between snowy 

mountains with tiny, bright green fields at their feet.   

Arriving in Volda at about 9pm we feasted in good Scots style on haggis, neeps and tatties – the last 

of our butcher’s supplies from Lerwick.   It was strange to sit in bright sunshine at ten o’clock at 

night, but we thought we’d better get used to it... 

 

  

                                                           
1 We later discovered that we should have called the police, by dialling 02800.  This might have helped:  but 
when we spoke to the police in Brekstad we were again assured that so long as we did not intend to work, 
there was no need to register. 

Alesund  

Volda in June 



5 -7 June - Volda to Molde  
We took a shortcut from Volda back to the open sea, threading north past low, rocky islands and 

meeting a solitary porpoise – our first marine life in Norway.  Little did we know it was the last we 

would see for several hundred miles. 

A variable breeze gave us occasional sailing, 

but most of the time we motored on our 

way to Haramsoya Island where we 

anchored for the night in a quiet bay and 

tried fishing.  Contrary to promises in the 

cruising guides, no fish threw themselves at 

the hooks – though I swear I had two big 

ones that got away.  

With light following winds the next day we 

played with the cruising chute, which gave 

us an extra couple of knots on a pleasant 20-

mile sail to Molde – though a couple of 

stealthy gusts demonstrated that in anything more than light airs it needed more than two people to 

gybe it safely. 

Molde was famous mainly as the place from which the King was evacuated to Britain in 1941 – 

earning itself blanket bombing as a Nazi reprisal.  Our visit was enlivened by a friendly Norwegian 

with strong views on how things were in Norway – basically, going to hell in a handcart because 

everyone has too much money and young people aren’t prepared to work any more.   We had heard 

the same message from Norwegians in Lerwick, and we got it over and over again over the next few 

weeks.  But how did it tie in with the fact that even the smallest towns and villages seemed to have 

busy factories and active industry...? 

Richard and John were flying home from Molde and treated us to a typical Norwegian meal of great 

pizzas washed down with super-expensive beer.   

7-9 June – Molde, Bud and Kristiansund 
This would be our first leg on our own since leaving the Clyde.  As we left Molde, a destroyer-size 

Coastguard boat turned up and started practising manoeuvres around us – perhaps making sure that 

we wouldn’t damage Norway by banging into it.  

A beat past the vast Nyhamna terminal, which supplies 20% of the UK’s gas, brought us to the fishing 

village of Bud – the site of a large and well-preserved WW II German fort, as we were informed in 

mildly embarrassed tones by the lady on the German yacht we rafted up to in the harbour.  As we 

strolled around the fort on Saturday morning we noticed a crowd in the square below, and 

wondered what kind of local ceremony was under way.  It turned out that pretty little Bud was 

hosting a convention of BMW owners, so all afternoon the village endured a second German 

invasion – this time of tarted up cars driven by rich young Norwegians.  Apart from a bit of revving 

and tyre screeching it was all oddly restrained – like a cross between a Hell's Angels burn-up and a 

Scout Jamboree. 

Haramsoya sunset 



Bud itself was attractive and interesting, with 

fish-drying racks and tiny sheds and quays for 

the local fishing boats.  An excellent fish 

restaurant beckoned us from the end of the 

visitors’ pontoon but we resisted, deciding 

that we might prefer to spend the money on a 

new sail or something. 

We now faced the Hustadvika, one of the 

three areas of the Norwegian coast not 

sheltered by islands, and featuring prominent 

red warnings of 'dangerous waves' on the 

chart.  Although the channel is well marked, there are plenty of big hard rocks studded round the 

route and the shallow sea can magnify an Atlantic swell.  As it turned out we had an almost flat sea 

and only a light breeze, resolutely in our faces.   After about 15 miles we decided to take a diversion 

through the fjords rather than bashing straight on to Kristiansund.  It was a good choice: passing 

under the bridge carrying the 'Atlantic Road', we had a beautiful sail through glorious scenery in 

warm sunshine. 

We had been told by our Bud Germans that Kristiansund would be jammed full before a Monday 

holiday.  In fact it was almost deserted on this sunny Sunday: and the holiday Monday was like 

death.  Perhaps there’s a law that Norwegians can’t leave their houses on public holidays.  We were 

constantly amazed by the slow pace of life in Norwegian towns.  Not even bakers’ shops seem to 

open before 10am, most places close by 4.30 and there’s no-one on the streets.  So although you 

can see plenty evidence of economic activity – 

shops, factories, fishing boats, boatyards – 

what’s missing is the buzz of people actually 

doing anything in them. Many restaurants, bars 

and shops open only once or twice a week.  

Maybe this all just shows that Norwegians have 

managed to achieve a sensible work/life 

balance.  For us, it didn’t add up to a very 

exciting place to be.  

Kristiansund is prettily situated on three linked 

islands.  Architecturally, it is not inspiring.  It was 

devastated by German bombing, and the town centre still consists of ‘reconstruction houses’ hastily 

built after the war.  They are nicely painted in pastel colours, and the town proudly proclaims itself 

‘the polychromatic city’.  A centuries-old shipyard and some lovely ancient machinery have been 

imaginatively turned into a museum – Kristiansund is still a centre for the building and repair of small 

ships.  

It’s known to Norwegians as Kristiansund(N) to avoid confusion with Kristiansand(S), Norway’s most 

southerly city.  It’s an easy mistake to make and just about cost one of our crew members dear, for 

booking the wrong flight! 

Beautiful Bud 

A proper boatyard, Kristiansund 



10 - 11 June Kristiansund – Hirta 
After two days of blazing sunshine our luck held and we had another sunny day, with a wind building 

(of course) on our nose as we made our way north.  We spent much of the day motor-tacking into 30 

knots of wind, constantly being slowed by wind against tide for most of the day.   Sula is quite heavy 

and will shoulder through most things, but she doesn’t like chains of short steep waves.  However 

we eventually made it to anchor in Lustadvika, a sheltered inlet on Hirta Island:  the view was lovely, 

so long as we looked out to sea and ignored the fish-processing plant ashore.  

To my horror next morning’s routine engine check disclosed a large pool of deep-blue, anti-freeze 

coloured water under the engine.  No sign of a leak, so it must have been blown out of the header 

tank: I tried to refill the system but clearly didn’t get nearly as much in as had been expelled.  We 

had no alternative but to keep an eye on it and press on under sail.  At least the anchor, which we 

knew was in rocks, came up cleanly and the windlass worked flawlessly. 

12 – 16 June Brekstad, Trondheim and exchanging the exchanger 
We set off from Lustadvika in about 25 knots of W wind, so didn’t have to use the engine until mid-

afternoon when the breeze died – fortunately close to our target, Brekstad, about 30 miles from 

Trondheim at the seaward end of Trondheimfjord.  

The engine continued to throw out coolant from the header tank, but showed no signs of 

overheating.  Eventually (with the help of the CA Baltic Forum) I diagnosed the heat exchanger as the 

likely culprit.  In the morning the Trondheim Volvo agent located a new unit – in Ghent, Belgium.  As 

they couldn't deliver until Monday (it was now Thursday), we settled in for a long wait.  Brekstad 

ain't New York – it has a population of about 700 – but being in Norway, it has two shopping malls, a 

cultural centre, a swimming pool, and several ferries a day to Trondheim and Kristiansund. 

So I celebrated my birthday, first with a huge and mysterious swelling on my lower lip which made 

me look like a lopsided hamster and 

severely restricted speech, secondly by 

spending £1100 on a (slightly speculative) 

engine part, and thirdly by removing the old 

one – which like all good surgery involved 

moving various other organs to gain access 

to the culprit.   

We gave the bad news to our friends Neil 

and Aideen, who were supposed to be 

joining us at Rorvik 50 miles up the coast, 

and they very flexibly suggested that we all 

spent Saturday night in a hotel from which 

we could enjoy the night life of Trondheim. 

 As soon as we had set this up, Volvo called 

to say that the part had, after all, arrived on 

Friday.  I jumped on a ferry and returned at 

5.30 in time to spend the evening fitting it 

and ensuring that the system was properly 

flushed with fresh water and antifreeze.  Fun with spanners in Brekstad 



The engine started and ran, and all seemed well. 

Trondheim next day was a delight, and we spent a 

splendid and luxurious Saturday there – an attractive city 

with lots of history, interesting architecture and a 

thriving waterfront of bars and restaurants.   We set out 

happily from Brekstad late the following afternoon, 

intending to get round the corner and start heading 

north. 

About 10 minutes out of the harbour the engine 

overheat alarm sounded.  We sailed the boat back onto 

what was now fortunately a pretty empty pontoon, and I 

took things apart again. 

After much messing about including making a new 

thermostat gasket from old bicycle inner tube, I was confident that the problem had simply been an 

airlock. We ran the boat in gear at high revs – to the alarm of the boat in front, but I had 4 springs 

rigged – and everything looked OK.  A raid on the local supermarket provided a great meal on board 

as Neil explored his Norwegian culinary heritage (a Norwegian au pair until the age of four). 

16-17 June - Asen Island, Setervagen and the Austrian elf 
In the morning we set off into a bright F4 NW – a good test for the engine, which performed 

reassuringly well.  By midmorning the wind had gone into the west and we had a fine sail, anchoring 

at about 4pm in a tiny pool between two rocky islands at Asen.   

A shore party discovered no evidence of habitation except a 

lighthouse and, bizarrely, a small shed on top of a hill with a sign 

saying ‘Toallet’.   Another attempt at fishing reinforced a growing  

conviction that there are in fact no fish in Norwegian waters. 

We left Asen in a fine westerly breeze.  Heading down a fjord to 

take a shortcut, we noticed that the bridge across it was only 16m 

high – we need 17m, there’s hardly any tide and you can’t let the 

tyres down to squeeze underneath.   Fortunately another branch of 

the fjord had a 30m bridge (this is Norway...) so we took the pretty 

route and enjoyed the scenery.  

Just as well we did, because quite soon the scenery disappeared 

into grey murk and rain, and the wind jumped about from almost 

nothing to 25+ knots.    We abandoned the idea of getting to 

Rorvik and looked for shelter – this being Norway, we had a choice of about 4 suitable places within 

a 5 mile radius.  We settled on the nearest, Setervagen, which turned out to be a scruffy little 

harbour full of small, identical fishing boats.   A line of huts near the pontoons was inhabited mainly 

by drunks, including a splendid leprechaun figure clad in a close-fitting green, knitted outfit and 

orange socks.  Unusually for Norway, none of them appeared to speak English: and in fact they 

didn’t speak Norwegian either, because they were Austrians from Linz who were here for a fishing 
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holiday.  They had no intention of going fishing in the kind of weather we were having, and were 

assiduously drinking their way through the million cans of beer they had brought with them on the 

coach. 

We also met two brothers who were kayaking south from Tromso , with two months to see how far 

they got.  They had set out on 5 May.  And people think we are mad...  

The pilot book told us that the nearest shop was 3 miles away across the sound, but we were 

delighted to find a well-stocked supermarket near the harbour.   

18 June – Rorvik and Norwegian superpower 
After the sustained breeze of the last couple of days, quite a swell was running when we set off next 

morning:  and the only route north involved an intricate course between lines of small islands (or 

rocks, as they are sometimes known).  As we made our way out of Setervagen we could see the sea 

breaking spectacularly on the outer rocks, and we watched as a large oilrig support vessel passed us 

and started pitching and rolling heavily about a mile ahead.   

Deciding that with a dodgy engine discretion was the better part of valour, we headed for a tiny 

fishing harbour across the bay to wait for the weather to ease a bit.  However, there was no space to 

tie up: so we headed out again, this time to see whether things actually got bad rather than simply 

expecting that they would. 

In the event the swell gave us an exciting ride 

between rows of rocks with breaking water 

sometimes only 50m away.  We were able to 

sail, initially with a couple of reefs in because 

the wind had piped up, and made great 

progress north.  Another big cargo ship passed, 

pitching its bow in and throwing up huge clouds 

of spray – but Sula sailed majestically over the 

swell and stayed dry throughout. 

 Conditions improved as the day wore on, and 

we gradually increased sail and abandoned 

contingency plans to find shelter behind various 

islands.  By 5pm the wind had died, and we 

motored the last 8 miles or so to Rorvik where we moored behind a lovely old wooden boat built in 

Blairmore – about 3 miles from Sula’s home mooring in Holy Loch! 

The main interest in Rorvik is its museum, which we inspected and approved:  a well-set-out history 

of the settlement of Norway over the last 10,000 years, including the assertion that ‘Norway is a 

superpower – in the export of fish...’  You have to take your fame where you can find it. 

19 June – Leka and the phantom pub 
Rorvik yielded not only the museum but also gas and diesel, so we left with all intellectual and 

material needs fully satisfied and arrived at Skei on Leka island after a day of sunshine and showers, 

with the normal mixture of sailing and motorsailing.  On the way we saw two sea eagles, being 

mercilessly mobbed by a couple of herring gulls – most undignified for such majestic kings of the air! 

Neil and Aideen wondering where the wind went 



 The pilot guided us inexorably to a miniature 

harbour, clearly only suitable for tiny motorboats.  

Fortunately we found the proper guest harbour 

round the corner, with a conveniently large 

pontoon. A sign advertised a local pub/restaurant 

about 500 metres away, which on inspection 

claimed to be open only from 9pm until 1.00am.  

The local boat clubhouse however provided good wi-

fi and a heated living room.  After dinner Neil and 

Aideen braved the cold and checked out the pub:  

firmly closed.   

There was now no night.  The sun, if visible, set for 

about half an hour, and we saw an astonishingly 

intense rainbow at nearly midnight.  Leka is a 

beautiful island with fascinating geology and lovely 

birds – loads of curlews and oystercatchers. 

20 June –Tjotta and the mountain with a hole in the middle 
We left in bright sunshine and with a good sailing 

breeze for a change.  By 1pm we were at Torget –  an 

island dominated by Torgethatten, the famous 

‘mountain with a hole in the middle’.  A three hour 

round trip from the small visitors’ pontoon was well 

worth the effort:  the hole was spectacular – 60m 

high, 150m long and up to 50m wide, with superb 

views over the rocky archipelago to the west. The 

surrounding countryside looked like a Norwegian 

tourist board advertisement. 

Unfortunately after that things went steadily 

downhill.  The wind piped up from the north, and my 

‘fastest route’ to our chosen destination turned into 

a vile beat into a rising wind and sea which slowed us 

down to a near standstill.  We couldn’t make sensible 

progress without considerable discomfort for the 

crew.  However, Kyla spotted an alternative and 

much more sheltered route behind a chain of islands, 

which we eventually reached and carried on to Tjotta 

– where, as usual, the evening sun broke through and 

we quickly forgot how unpleasant the last part of the 

journey had been.  We slept well that night, assisted by Neil’s excellent cognac! 

21 June – Moesjoen and murk 
We left Tjotta in pouring rain and the now-standard 20 knots of breeze straight from the north: and 

it stayed that way all day, as we bashed our way up a steep fjord towards Moesjen.  To the north  
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were superb views of ‘The Seven Sisters’ 

mountains – according to the guidebooks.  We 

could see about 200 feet of rain-polished rock 

at the foot of the mountains, with innumerable 

rivulets sluicing off into the fjord.  There is of 

course a road around the fjord, which takes to 

tunnels when the hillside is too steep to build 

on. At the end of each tunnel a roof had been 

built, over which water cascaded in a solid 

waterfall. 

In the conditions we were delighted to see even 

Moesjoen – a town built round an aluminium 

smelter at the end of a very long loch, with 

massive rainfall and very little else to commend 

it.... Did anyone say Kinlochleven?  At least Kinlochleven has a brewery and a couple of decent pubs! 

A supermarket raid produced the materials for a delicious end-of-cruise dinner with Neil and Aideen, 

and the winebox and Neil’s whistle helped to restore morale.  

22 June –Nesna and Petter Dass 
The next day could not have been more of a 

contrast.  We left Aideen and Neil in warm sunshine, 

waiting for their taxi to an airport which turned out 

not to open until two hours later.   Meanwhile we 

motored back up the fjord in flat calm – it could have 

been on a different planet from the wet hell we 

sailed through yesterday.  Even the rock slabs of the 

mountainsides looked less forbidding, and we saw 

little toy Norwegian farms with tiny fields feeding a 

couple of sleepy cows.   

Kyla washed some clothes, which added colour to 

the landscape, and we enjoyed the ride past 

Sandnoessjoen and the impressive Helgeland bridge 

before turning north for a great sail as a westerly 

wind filled in.   

Nesna is a tourist and sailing development, with a busy marina and a welcoming yacht club with 

showers, wi-fi and a comfortable lounge – which was just as well, as Kyla fought gamely with yet 

another idiosyncratic washing machine.  We eschewed the delights of the local café (Norwegians 

seem to have a passion for terrible American-style hot dogs) and feasted onboard. 

For the record, Nesna is the proud home of Petter Dass, 17th century priest and poet and hero of the 

Nordland.  I’d never heard of him either. 

Sightseeing in Moesjoenfjord 
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23 June (Midsummer Day) – the Arctic Circle  
After a relaxing start we set off through a 

bleak and empty seascape of rocky, 

mountainous islands.  The breeze gradually 

built, and at 1423 on Midsummer Day we 

crossed the Arctic Circle, sailing in sunshine 

and a cold northerly wind.  There is an ‘Arctic 

Circle Monument’ on an island.  It’s actually 

about a mile too far south, but I suppose that 

if you’ve got that far it doesn’t make a lot of 

difference! 

With a good breeze we made fast progress 

towards Rodoya – ‘Red Island’, famous for its 

pink rock and spectacular, cliffy hill.  The cruising guide recommended Klokkergarden, a restaurant in 

a restored farmhouse, so we phoned to book a celebratory table. 

 We arrived at the Klokkergarden pontoon in time to 

tackle the hill – a steep climb to fabulous views and a 

feeling of smug satisfaction.  Dinner that evening was 

wonderful – superb fish served by delightful staff in an 

extraordinary Victorian-style house packed with 

overstuffed furniture, dark landscapes and kitsch 

ornaments.   Just for the record, it was expensive but 

not ludicrous.   It’s possible to eat out in Norway if you 

choose your cuisine – and don’t do it too often! 

24 June –Sor Aroya and terns 
We aimed to get to Bodo the next day, 54 miles away, 

but the north wind was again in charge, with the kind 

of annoying short waves that eventually just about 

stop Sula.  We tried to avoid this by dodging behind 

some convenient islands.  I was a bit concerned about 

blasts of katabatic wind descending from the 400 

metre peaks, but decided that perhaps they are not a 

problem when the wind is strong anyway.   

Our short sail ended when the wind increased 

suddenly, leading to a loud crash from the galley and interesting swearing from the cook.  We 

decided that Bodo was a step too far, and settled for the little island of Sor Aroya about 10 miles 

short.  Although the pilot described a well-established guest pontoon, it took us half an hour to find 

it – up a tiny creek, clearly marked on the chartplotter as drying, in an area with almost no tide. 

It was a lovely spot, with an old converted fisherman’s hut as the ‘clubhouse’ and herring drying 

racks all around, and could have been a hundred miles from the rather uninspiring village.  Kyla 

found some as yet unidentified wild flowers, and noisy terns nested by the quay.  A pleasant place to 

rest and recuperate. 

Crossing the line (well, nearly...) 
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25-26 June – Bodo and the Focke-Wulf 
It was a nice change to wake up knowing that we had only a couple of hours sail to our next 

destination!  We set off at about 11.00 and had a relaxed beat (in the inevitable northerly, but 

gentle) to the beginning of the Bodo 

channel.   

Two F-16s passing a couple of hundred feet 

overhead to land at Bodo airbase didn’t 

help the peace, but then Bodo isn’t a 

peaceful place: it’s the main northern 

transport hub, and a busy port bustling with 

ferries, cargo and fishing boats.   Like most 

Norwegian towns it’s not pretty, with lines 

of silos and factories along the shoreline – 

but it’s set among spectacular snowy peaks, 

with an outlook to   little islands and across 

to the Lofoten mountains in the distance.   

We got a good berth in the centre of town 

and relaxed in the sunshine.  The marina is large and reasonably priced, with electricity metered at 1 

NOK per Kwh – far better than the 20 – 50 NOK many harbours and marinas charged regardless of 

usage. 

Our day off in Bodo meant a birthday for Ernie the engine, with an oil and filter change and other 

well-deserved maintenance.  We visited the local attractions: for Kyla, a 12th century church and a 

Viking burial site, and for me the Luftfartsmuseum – Norway’s aerial history, including some iconic 

aircraft like a Mosquito, a Focke-Wulf 190, a Catalina and a U2 spy plane.  

 27 June –Lofoten at last – and the Maelstrom! 
 After an al fresco lunch overlooking the 

harbour, we turned in for a while before 

setting off at 10pm for a ‘night sail’ to our 

ultimate goal – the Lofoten Islands.  At last 

we were able to use our old adversary the 

north wind to our advantage as we headed 

west for a lovely 43-mile sail to Vaeroy 

Island, at the southern tip of the Lofoten 

Archipelago.  

 We were in bright sunshine the whole way 

as the sun stayed well above the northern 

horizon and gave off real warmth.  It feels 

odd to be renewing your suncream at 1 

o’clock in the morning.  In stark contrast the 

wind was freezing cold, and whoever was on the helm, out of the shelter of the spray hood, had to 

wrap up well. 

Now that's what I call a propeller! 

Midnight sunspecs 



The Lofoten Islands curve out in a sickle shape from the mainland, stretching for about 100 miles 

west and south and enclosing the Vestfjord  - one of Norway’s most valuable assets because it is 

where huge numbers of cod come to spawn each year.  The entire economy and social structure of 

Lofoten is built around fishing for the beasts.  They supply huge quantities of dried fish to Spain and 

Italy, and every village has drying racks where the split cod hang for months.  Most of the fishing 

happens in January and February (hard to imagine how tough that must be...) so the racks were now 

pretty empty: but a few were still populated, and the villages were all permeated by the tang of 

drying fish. 

The islands are also renowned for their beauty and warm climate, and as the mountains emerged 

ahead the views were spectacular.  Arriving in the far south of the chain we had a great view of the 

‘Lofoten Wall’, an apparently impenetrable 

barricade of steep, snow-capped mountains:  in 

fact it is pierced by dozens of east-west valleys 

and sounds separating the islands. 

Vaeroy, our first stop, was a small island off the 

south of the main island chain.  Although from 

the sea it was a jumble of jagged peaks and deep 

valleys, close up it was less enchanting:  the 

village is modern and industrial, and the setting 

had all the charm of a flooded quarry. 

Puffins used to be a staple diet of the islanders, 

and they bred a special dog to help hunt them in 

their burrows.  The puffin-dog has six toes (for better grip and digging), and is so flexible that it can 

extend its legs sideways and turn its head to face 

backwards.  We didn’t believe it either – but they really 

do exist as a recognised breed! 

Deciding that Vaeroy wasn’t for us, we set off for a 

recommended anchorage called Buvagen.  The only 

potential problem was that Buvagen lay on the other 

side of the Moskenstraum – an area of huge tides which 

was the original Maelstrom.   Jules Verne and Edgar Allan 

Poe both give hair-raising descriptions of its power and 

fury, ‘the waters whipped into a boiling frenzy’, etc.    

After careful study of the tidal diagrams in the pilot book 

we decided that we could just about make it through.  

You don’t need me to tell you that the sun blazed down 

on a calm and tranquil sea; and apart from a few whorls 

and a bit of swell at the Atlantic end, it was hard to 

discern any upset at all.   We had now passed through 

about five areas marked on the charts as ‘dangerous 

waves’ or whatever, and found nothing even in the same league as quite normal tidal areas on the 

West Coast of Scotland.  For anyone who has rounded the Dorus Mhor, or sailed through Cuan 
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Sound, there was nothing to worry about.  Corryvreckan – now there’s a whirpool....  Of course, so 

far our passages had been in calm and favourable conditions – in a winter Force 9 with wind over 

tide, the situation would be very different! 

Buvagen turned out to be a glorious anchorage, in a small deserted bay sheltered by high mountains.  

As we arrived two sea-eagles soared over us. We had a tranquil evening and a much-needed sleep.  

Buvagen to Bergen 
 

28/29 June – Sorvagen, Reine and Å 
We started the next day with a spot of fishing in 

the middle of the Maelstrom – unsuccessful again, 

but at least we didn’t get consumed by the furious 

waters.   After a lazy sail we arrived in Sorvagen at 

about 3pm and were invited to raft up to a British 

Vancouver 32 – only the second British boat we’d 

seen – who warned us about a submerged rock on 

the inner side of the pontoon.  Only later did we 

discover a new and far superior visitors’ pontoon 

further inside the harbour, directly below the pub. 

 Sorvagen was a sleepy little place housing some 

very large fishing boats and an extraordinarily noisy 

colony of kittiwakes – which seem to be widely 

welcomed in Norway.  It had an excellent pub, and 

was conveniently next door to the village of ‘Å’ – 

famous for having the shortest possible name.  

Any idea that it would also come first in the phone 

book is completely wrong, though – the little halo 

above the ‘A’ transforms it into the last letter of 

the Norwegian alphabet.  It’s a bit like calling the 

place ‘Z’ in English. 

Reputedly overrun by tourists, on this holiday 

Sunday Å was quiet:  the tourist industry here 

must be pretty challenging.  There are lots of 

‘rorbu’ – holiday cottages converted from huts 

once erected by the government to house itinerant fishermen.  They are a great feature of Lofoten 

culture.  But they look like holiday cottages. 

The main attraction of Å is its Stokkfisk Museum.  Unfortunately this was closed on Sunday, so I have 

no information to pass on about dried cod.  Sorry. 

Could you spell that, please...? 

House decorations, Å 



Sorvagen is also right next to 

Moskenes, where the ferry bringing 

our daughter Fiona arrived at 7pm 

on Sunday.  We recce’d the place 

from the road, and found only one 

pontoon where we could moor 

briefly while we embarked her and 

the large box containing our 

replacement radar.  

 Afterwards we motored the five 

miles to Reine, reputedly the most 

scenic harbour in the Lofoten.  It’s 

also one of the most crowded, with 

pontoon space for only about 6 

boats, but with a bit of pushing and shoving we were able to raft up against a large tourist RIB and 

an aluminium fishing boat – both of which had silently disappeared by morning, leaving us neatly 

moored by the pontoon! 

30 June – 1 July Nusfjord, Kabelvaag and a little bit of whale 
Reine village was uninspiring, but the fjord behind it was spectacular in following morning’s sunshine 

– just what fjords are supposed to look like.  A brief and over-dramatic sail then took us on to 

Nusfjord, where we had been assured that fishing was a doddle, and that we couldn’t possibly fail.  

We did. 

Nusfjord, quickly christened Nutsford, was pretty but pretentious – very unusual in Norway.  It’s a 

tiny harbour situated inside a steep and rugged fjord.  The whole place is privately owned, and you 

pay to get in even from the land side.  We rafted up bows-to with a pristine Swedish Malo 40 whose 

owner was clearly very boat-proud, and 

ended up getting on and off our boat over 

the bow – not an easy proposition.   Just as 

well we’re highly trained athletes.  

 In spite of its expense Nutsford turned out 

to have no showers, and the power points 

were an obsolete type for which we had no 

plug. There was a washing machine which 

took forever.  All in all not a great visit!   

The Swedes decided that they wanted to 

depart early, so we were on our way by 

8.30 on a beautiful sunny day and quite 

happy to finish our bacon sandwiches on 

the move.  In the light NW breeze we had a 

great sail up the coast checking out Hanningsvaer, another little fishing village. The island villages are 

picturesque and dramatically situated.  

Reine 
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 We tied up at Kabelvaag early in the afternoon – 

another pretty place, with a little harbour in the 

middle of the village surrounded by traditional 

houses and a pub at the end of the pontoon.  

What more could anyone ask for?  Twenty minutes 

walk along the shoreline took us to the next 

village, Solvagen, which has the Lofoten Museum 

and a fascinating Aquarium where diver Fiona was 

able to see some old friends. 

The Kabelvaag pub was pleasantly well-used, not 

least by a solemn committee meeting which we 

decided must be the local Kommune deciding 

what to do about dog-fouling.  The food was good 

too – including (for me, with much pursing of lips 

from Fiona) a couple of bits of smoked whale.  It 

was very dark, salty and strong.  Definitely better just to leave the poor beasts in the sea. 

2 July – Trollfjord , Skrova Island and starting the long haul south 
This was our most northerly day, with a visit 

to Trollfjord.  Although it’s only 2km long, 

this gigantic cleft in the mountains features 

in every Norwegian tourist brochure – it’s 

what people think every fjord is supposed 

to look like.   

We started off in fine form, with a nice F3-4 

westerly wind:  two Swedish boats left at 

the same time as us, and were very 

satisfactorily left languishing in Sula’s wake.  

Ahhh... the joys of a race-trained crew!  It 

was as if the Swedes didn’t even know that 

they were racing.   

 After about 1100 the wind died 

completely, so for most of the day we 

pottered along on motor.  Trollfjord is 

spectacular: almost sheer walls of naked rock on one side, with a few bushy trees and bits of 

greenery on the other, shady bit.  It looks pretty sinister even as we saw it, in blazing sunshine:  on a 

dark autumn afternoon, or a winter-stormy night, it must be awe-inspiring.  Certainly trolls must live 

there. 

The fjord is shown off best when some cruise ship is seen turning round, with bow and stern just feet 

from the walls.  Unfortunately no such beast appeared, so we had to make do with Sula – with a bit 

more space to spare. 

The view from the pub, Kabelvaag 
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Trollfjord was our furthest north point - 68⁰21.888N, 014⁰56.217E.  This put us about 110 miles 

north of the Arctic Circle, and 740 miles north of Edinburgh.   We had logged 1432 miles since 

leaving James Watt Dock in May.  Well done Sula is what I say. 

 After Trollfjord we made for the island of 

Skrova, a convenient jumping-off point for re-

crossing the Vestfjord towards Bodo.   There 

was nowhere to moor in Skrova village, a 

rather despondent-looking former whaling 

centre, so we went round the corner and 

anchored in a sheltered cove.  We dinghied 

ashore and tried to scale the low hills round 

about.  The island specialised in dry moss 

which scratchily invaded all footwear (maybe 

that’s what ‘Skrova’ means in Norwegian?), 

and uncrossable ravines which frustrated 

climbing efforts.  We ate well, on supermarket 

chicken because fishing failed yet again. 

3 July – Kjerringoy and back to the mainland 
Our peaceful anchorage was disturbed during the night by blasts of wind.  The anchorage itself was 

beautifully sheltered, but the hill behind it was obviously affecting the breeze and we could see great 

lumps of wind landing vertically on the water.  Sula’s excellent Rocna anchor didn’t move an inch, 

but it didn’t do much for our sleep.   

In the morning the anchor and chain brought up 

an amazing variety of seaweed and associated  

creatures.  I removed as much as possible, but Fi 

decided that night to abandon her berth in the 

forepeak – with its hatch into the chain locker – 

in favour of a less whiffy settee berth in the 

saloon.  Sensitive or what....? 

We had a good wind for the start of our journey 

back across Vestfjord and decided to aim for 

Indre Vettoysund, a wild and isolated anchorage 

with resident sea eagles.   There was a heavy 

swell, and as the wind eased we had to motor 

once again.  The scenery was stunning, with the 

whole chain of the Lofoten to the west and the mainland to the north and east:  there was an 

amazing skyline of jagged mountains all around. 

As the day wore on the wind increased to F6-7 and went into the east, and grey cloud hid all but the 

base of the mountains.  We poked our nose into Vettoysund, and did indeed see four sea eagles.  It 

was a marvellous anchorage, but in view of last night’s disturbed sleep we decided to aim for a 

sheltered mooring at the old trading village of Kjerringoy, where we just managed to sneak into a 
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berth alongside the guest pier – and 50 metres from a very welcome pub.  We ate a magnificent 

supper on board, with lovely fresh cod (at least the supermarket said it was fresh.) 

4 July – back to Bodo and up the mast 
With only 15 miles to Bodo we had a relaxed start to the morning.  Kjerringoy confirmed its place in 

the favourites when a little otter scampered under the pier with a juicy bit of fish in its mouth – the 

most interesting wildlife we’ve seen so far in Norway.   

It really was odd, in this area of wild, deserted coastline, with plentiful fish and relatively warm 

water, to have seen so few animals.  In two weeks on the west coast of Scotland I’d have expected to 

see hundreds of seals, loads of porpoises, some dolphins and probably an otter and a whale or two – 

as well as a huge variety of sea birds.  Here after a month – one seal, one porpoise and an otter.  

Still, they do have plenty of sea eagles! 

 Returning to Bodo we felt like locals as we made our way to 

the fuel berth and located a prime pontoon space right by 

the quayside – after some pretty nifty reversing though I say 

so myself.  First task was to reinstall the radar, and Kyla and 

Fi made up for weeks away from the gym by winching me up 

the mast. After 30 minutes of crowd-pleasing gymnastics 

around the crosstrees the task was done, and we can now 

see in the dark when there is any.  

We celebrated Fi’s birthday, a day early but in some style: 

Norwegian cake, with one of the ship’s candles and a 

citronella stick just for good measure.  Then Fi and Kyla 

indulged in some retail therapy while I tried to work out 

where we were going next.  A good meal in Egon restaurant, 

right next to the boat, demonstrated that civilisation has its advantages.  

5 July – Myken and the Scotch whisky challenge 
Kyla and I left Fi to explore Bodo while we set off on 

the long road south.  Due to some bad planning we 

were due to pick up our next guest, Adam, near 

Trondheim on the 11th of July – giving us seven days 

to cover nearly 300 miles.  We started off in fine form 

with a fresh F4-5 on the quarter – doing 7+ knots 

with just the genoa and some tide under us.  

Inevitably (it seems...) it didn’t last for long, and after 

a bit of motor-sailing we were soon rolling along in a 

swelly but completely windless sea.  After that the 

wind was up and down, and we got some lovely sailing till late afternoon. 

 Myken is a tiny, tranquil island 60 miles south of Bodo.   We arrived about 6.30pm, and were 

greeted by welcoming shouts from some very merry people outside a red wooden hut.  ‘Great’, we 

thought, ‘The famous pub is open and they’re having a party!’   

Bosun's in Bodo 
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After anchoring in the bay we went ashore with our tongues hanging out – to discover that we’d just 

missed a huge party disposing of a large halibut recently caught, and that no, the pub wasn’t open 

because the landlady was ill.  Damn. 

The locals were very friendly and clearly adored their island.  They are opening a whisky distillery!  

Pot stills are being constructed and production will start soon.  Scotland beware.   

6 July – Vega, and back across the Arctic Circle 
Next day saw our longest hop –71 miles – and we 

started off early in fine form, with a lovely fetch giving 

us about 7 kts in 25 knots apparent wind.  Our route 

took us past the extraordinary islands of Traena, rearing 

out of the sea like huge dinosaurs.  As usual there were 

thriving communities on even the smallest islands – all 

dependent entirely on fishing, since there’s hardly 

enough grass to turf a chicken coop (oddly, there aren’t 

any chickens either). 

At about 10.50 we re-crossed the Arctic Circle, and 

really got the feeling we were coming south.  The 

mountains seemed less jagged and the air is definitely 

getting warmer. 

After some interesting wind effects, which took both 

my RNLI hat and our Red Ensign overboard as we 

passed the massive rock lump of Lovind 

Island, the breeze almost disappeared and 

we spent  most of the afternoon boringly 

motorsailing through the Hampton Court 

Maze of rocks north of the island of Vega.  

The rocks were home to masses of birds – 

eider, guillemots, puffins, cormorants and 

thousands of noisy terns. 

We finally found the guest pontoon at Nes 

and moored up, all on our own – until 

around midnight two kayakers turned up, 

and around one o’clock two other boats 

came and rafted up on us.   In the morning 

there were two sleeping beauties tucked up on the pontoon next to us, and lots of swimming in the 

harbour round us.  Brrr.... the boat thermometer reckoned the water was about 12 degrees. 

The little community in Nes specialised in the ’farming’ of eider-ducks.  The islanders provide the 

birds with warm comfy nests, and in return get the eider down when the nests are vacated – they 

have been doing this for nearly 1000 years.  It takes the product of 60-70 nests to get the down for 

All the way from Tromso.... 

The way into Vega 



one quilt, and cleaning the down is a long and tedious business – no wonder the real thing has 

always been phenomenally expensive.  The down is astonishingly light. 

7 July – Lyngvaer and the other side of the keyhole 
Monday was a frustrating day of wind varying from 12-40 knots, from various directions but 

normally the wrong ones.   The only point of 

interest (apart from the ‘normal’ spectacular 

scenery) was sailing past Torghatten, the 

mountain with the hole, on the west side this 

time.  From this angle the view was 

spectacular, with the hole clearly visible in the 

middle of the mountain.  As we sailed past, a 

huge Hurtigruten cruise ship also turned up to 

have a look.  

Our chosen anchorage in a small island bay 

would have been perfect for the easterly gale 

predicted, but wasn’t much good when the 

wind went into the SW.  However, Sula didn’t 

move an inch – well done Rocna anchor.   What could have been a sleepless night was fine when the 

wind died down about 2am. 

8 July – Sor Gjoesling and bumping into Norway 
We saw a seal!  Wildlife at last.  But there was only one, on a rock close to our anchorage.  It looked 

lonely. 

The barometer was up 14 points in the 

morning.  In the UK that would presage a 

hurricane: but here, the wind didn’t seem to 

know what to do.  We spent a frustrating day 

adjusting sails. 

Passing Rorvik again we had the eerie sight of a 

tower crane suspending a huge cone of drying 

fishing nets, which twisted slowly in the 

breeze.  It looked like a scene from a Ken 

Russell film. 

We sailed on to Sor Gjoesling, a tiny remote 

island surrounded by another maze of rocks.  

We navigated this without difficulty, but a small misreading of the chart led to a closer acquaintance 

between Sula’s keel and one of the harbour rocks than we would have chosen.  Fortunately it 

happened quite slowly and a thorough examination of keel bolts, etc. showed no apparent damage.  

To add insult to injury, we discovered in the morning that the rickety pontoon we’d tied up to was 

not in fact the guest pontoon – which was a splendid affair in the next bay round.  Still, we probably 

saved ourselves 50 kroner... 

The mountain with the hole in the middle 

A sunset at last 



And it was a very pretty little place. 

9-10 July – Bessaker, Garten and fog 
We intended only a short sail to Smavaeret the next day, lured by the idea of a quiet lunch in the 

pub so enthusiastically written up in the cruising guide.  Needless to say our pub luck held – when 

we arrived it had been demolished and what looked like a new pier was being very noisily built on 

top of it.  So we went on. 

The great thrill of the day was being surrounded by a large pod of pilot whales, who happily spouted 

and snorted around us for half an hour.  We also saw about 15 dolphins, many with young, and 

eventually a couple of porpoises.  What a day!  Obviously my previous remarks about the emptiness 

of Norwegian waters had struck home.  We took lots of photos of water where a whale used to be. 

We stopped in Bessaker, about 12 miles further on, 

after a pleasant sail in blazing sunshine and warm 

breezes.   It was wonderful, with a good guest mooring 

by the local shop, friendly people and a splendid bistro. 

The shower and toilet were deep in the well-used fish-

cleaning station.  The temperature in late afternoon 

was about 28 degrees:  we later discovered that the 

summer was shaping up to be the hottest in Norwegian 

memory. 

Another baking hot morning, and for a change we had a 

lovely wind to see us down the Indreleia – the inner 

passage inside the islands, which we’ve forsaken 

recently for open water further out to sea, in the forlorn 

hope of finding better wind. 

However, as the day went on we saw a wall building up 

on the southern horizon.  Soon the land began to fade, 

and within half an hour we were in thick fog.  We had 

about 12 miles to go to Garten, just on the other side of a headland from our goal of Brekstad, and 

so we carried on – in fact there wasn’t much choice.  Thank goodness for a decent GPS/chartplotter, 

AIS and our newly restored radar – they were all thoroughly tested, and it would not have been 

possible to carry on safely without any one of them. 

We arrived in the little fishing harbour of Garten at around 5.30.  The only excitement was being 

followed in by the ferry, which we could plainly see on AIS and radar while it was completely 

invisible by eye.  The currents around Garten ran as strongly as anything we’ve seen elsewhere – 

which made navigating entirely by instruments more interesting than we really needed. 

11 July – Brekstad, again 
The fog was thick again in the morning, and it would have been madness to leave without 

chartplotter, AIS and radar.  Fortunately we had all three, so we waited for the ferry to leave and 

followed it out – one less hazard to negotiate. 

Showers this way 



Though the fog was almost solid at sea level, we could feel the sunshine strongly through it:  it was 

bizarre navigating by electronics while ladling on the suncream.  Eventually, when we had covered 7 

of the 8 miles to Brekstad, the mist burnt off and we had yet another scorching day.  We had 

finished the 270 mile marathon from Bodo almost a day early.  

As we sat at the fuel berth we were approached by a charming and friendly Coastguard officer.  After 

a cursory inspection, he raised his eyebrows at the amount of booze on board and politely instructed 

us to contact the Customs Office in our next major port of call, to declare the goods and ‘regularise 

the situation’ – which presumably meant paying whatever duty was due.  We interpreted this as an 

obligation to get rid of as much as possible, and decided that we should just have to be permanently 

tipsy until we arrived in Bergen. 

Our friend Adam arrived on the Trondheim ferry in the late afternoon with yet another bottle of 

duty-free gin, and we hit the supermarket to buy food and extra tonic water. 

12 July –Nordvagen and a fish supper 
We left Brekstad bound for Straumen, an attractive village on Smola 

island – but modified the plan because a 16-metre bridge would add 5 

miles to the route.  The Norwegian passion for building bridges even in 

the most unlikely places has its disadvantages, and it’s worth checking 

potential routes very carefully in advance. 

After another frustrating day of 

sailing/motorsailing/no wind, we 

eventually stopped to do some fishing.  

Success!  Adam caught a fine mackerel, 

and I got a decent-sized cod which just 

fitted into our bucket. These specimens 

obviously had to be tackled straight away, 

so we anchored and immediately went ashore and got the barbeque 

going.  Fresh mackerel made a fine starter, and the cod was delicious.  

No chips, though. 

The anchorage, at Nordvagen, was beautifully tranquil – and a complete contrast to our anchorages 

further north.  Trees, fields, low grassy hills...  all very relaxing. 

13 July – back to Bud, via Fantasy Island 
Next morning we diverted by a couple of miles to look 

at Grip, a tiny island featured heavily on Norwegian 

chocolate boxes.  Sure enough, it’s very pretty, with 

red and yellow wooden houses, miniature harbour 

and a stave church – but nobody now lives there year 

round, there’s no beach or fresh water or shop, and it 

must be a pretty weird experience to spend a holiday 

there.   What on earth do they do when there’s no 

World Cup to watch?   

Adam the fishmonger 

Kyla the customer 

Kittiwakes on holiday in Grip 



As in many of the places we’ve visited, nesting sites were provided for kittiwakes – in Grip, they were 

living in tyres slung along part of the quay as fenders.  We can’t work out why so many Norwegian 

fishing villages encourage kittiwakes to take up residence:  they are noisy, quarrelsome birds who 

don’t do much to earn their living except maybe help clear up fish innards that get chucked in the 

harbour.  Pretty, though. 

Our second passage through the ‘Dangerous Waves’ of the Hustadvika was almost as sedate as our 

first, on the way north:  this time it was oily smooth, with only a long, slow swell to move us about.   

We were passed by a three masted schooner flying a Red Ensign – it preceded us into Bud, and 

turned out to be a charter boat based in Chichester.  Their itinerary was Bergen-Stavanger-

Amsterdam-Ipswich.  And I thought we were making a flying visit to Norway! 

Bud was attractive again.  This time we strolled round the little outdoor geological museum.  Even 

better, the pub was open and we enjoyed a beer in the sunshine – and were then given large slugs of 

aquavit by the cheery Norwegian we were rafted up to in the harbour.  We reciprocated by donating 

half a bottle of whisky.  Only a few litres to go, and we wouldn’t have to worry about the Bergen 

customs officers at all. 

14 July – Runde and more kittiwakes 
After  a discreet 7am departure to avoid wakening our Norwegian chums next door, this was another 

tedious day of flat calm and occasional frustrating wind – just enough to get the sails out before 

deciding to put them away again. 

We picked our way among rocky islets as usual.  Everything is lower and flatter and softer than 

further north, and there are even a few sheep appearing.  Every island has its ferry pier, and every 

village, however tiny, has street lights. 

Runde has a highly recommended museum.  Needless to say it closed at 4pm, an hour earlier than 

advertised.  Kyla enjoyed a walk to the bird cliffs for which the island is famous, and saw kittiwakes 

by the hundred.  Adam and I reckoned we had seen kittiwakes by the hundred already. 

We had a sumptuous fish dinner, and then invited the Norwegians from the boat alongside on board 

for a drink.  Very cheery. 

15 July – Silda, via ‘the clenched fist of Stad’ 
We set off in no wind via the Runde bird cliffs (hundreds of 

kittiwakes....) and motored on to face our big challenge for the week:  

rounding the fearsome Stad headland, which is written up as having 

all the hazards of Ardnamurchan Point, the Mull of Kintyre and the 

Pentland Firth rolled into one.   

I need hardly say that... well... nothing happened.   The sea was glassy 

calm all day, with only a slight oily swell and never a breath of wind to 

sail by.  The weather had turned misty, and the coastal hills were 

producing caps of cloud.  Stad gradually emerged:  a prominent 

headland, but with no spectacular cliffs or rocks.  Apart from an 

occasional swirl in the water there was nothing at all to show that we 

were in such a ferocious navigational no go area.  No doubt (like the Adam helms through the hell 
that is Stad 



‘maelstrom’, which we also found in a good mood) Stad could be vicious in the wrong conditions, 

but I wonder if it would present the same kind of dangers as Corryvreckan or the Pentland Firth.  

Interestingly, the Norwegian government periodically unveils plans to build a ship-sized tunnel 

through the peninsula to avoid this watery hell. 

The weather continued to deteriorate as we 

chuntered on, windless and threatening to 

get wet.  We decided to have an easy day, 

so abandoned the original target of Kalvag 

and stopped at Silda Island.  This had three 

interesting features:  a mermaid (a real one) 

seated on a bench on the way into the 

harbour; some very merry (all senses) Poles 

on a boat called ‘Haddock’, “partly after the 

fish, but mainly because the skipper looks 

like Captain Haddock”; and a notice stating 

that water on the island was not purified, 

which we saw just after we had put 200 

litres in our tanks.  Heigh ho... 

Silda also provided a superb pub/restaurant, 

converted from a fish warehouse on the 

quay, where Adam gave us a splendid 

dinner.  On the way there we saw a beautiful bright blue fish – it looked as if it must have escaped 

from an aquarium.  We asked locals in the restaurant what it might be, and (after much 

consultation) were told that it was ‘blaufisk’.   Hmmm.... 

16 July – Vallestadvagen and the highest cliffs in Europe 
This was another grey, wet and windless morning – a pity, as we were among some spectacular 

scenery.  From Silda we motored past Moloy, a town of about 4,000 people with two shipyards, 

numerous factories, a huge fish-processing plant and an associated dock where frozen fish was 

packed into containers and loaded onto ships for Japan.  The level of economic activity here is simply 

astonishing.   How do they do it?  Why don’t we? 

According to our friends in Runde we passed the highest cliffs in Northern Europe, at 800-odd 

metres.   Unfortunately we had no way of knowing, since everything above 50 metres simply 

disappeared into the murk and rain.  We stopped briefly at Kalvag to pick up diesel and food – a 

pleasant little place with some tourist chalets at the harbour, as well as the inevitable fish-processing 

facilities.  Every Norwegian town and village seems to have to have a range of rusting oil tanks 

somewhere on the waterfront:  often, as in Kalvag, these have been put alongside lovely old wooden 

buildings.  They certainly aren’t precious about keeping the place looking pretty. 

The weather cheered up a bit and we even got a short sail.  We anchored overnight in a beautifully 

quiet, sheltered lagoon and ate an excellent ‘Pork Vallestad’ stew. 

Now do you believe me? 



17 July – Skjerjehamn and North Korean art 
We managed a brief sail in the morning, a nice fetch for a few miles across a wide fjord before the 

wind died and we turned the engine on.  The landscape has changed again.  Now we’re in the World 

Heritage Site of the Western Fjords, and it’s jaw-dropping – steep-sided clefts with huge sheets of 

naked rock and the odd tree clinging on here and there for dear life.   On scenery, Norway never 

disappoints...   

Our intended destination of Hardbakke 

involved a long detour to avoid a 15m bridge, 

so we made for Skjerjehamn, a village famous 

for giving a home to a huge statue of King Olav 

turned down by Oslo on the grounds it wasn’t 

good enough.  Sure enough, it was very strange 

indeed.  About 10m high and carved from 

sparkling white stone, it was definitely in the 

Kim il Sung tradition.  Oslo was right. 

18 – 20 July Bergen, and back to 
‘civilisation’ 
We crept out of Skjerjhamn like thieves in the 

night at 4.45am, for the final leg to Bergen.  

There were two options:  an outer route, less 

interesting but with the chance of a sail, or a 

narrow inner route through famously scenic 

channels.  With no wind forecast we chose the 

inner, which is known as ‘straumen’ or 

‘currents’.  It certainly lived up to the name, 

with stretches more like navigating a river than 

a sea passage, but was pretty and remarkably different to any scenery we had seen so far.  There 

were few hills, but lots of low, rocky, well-treed islands – and, since we were nearing Bergen, each 

had a skatter of attractively painted holiday homes.  A delightful area. 

Bergen is a huge harbour with dozens of little 

bays, surrounded by hills and with the city’s 

suburbs spread along the waterfront.  We 

passed cruise ships, rig-support ships and a 

couple of superyachts before finding a berth 

right in the middle of the Brygge, the beautifully 

preserved old Hanseatic quarter of the city 

which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.   

To have our personal accommodation on the 

waterfront, complete with sundeck for drinks 

and people-watching, was a fantastic privilege, 

and the fact that it was costing us only thirty 

Spot the king 

Hanseatic Bergen 



quid a night all in made it even better.  The visitors’ berths are right by the main attractions, 

including the Hanseatic Museum and the fish market. 

Adam’s wife Janet flew in to Bergen on 18 July, and their Norwegian hosts Hilde and Sigurd invited 

us to dinner in their splendid 19th century house, traditionally decorated and furnished.   What a 

feast!  A succulent hunk of venison accompanied by treasures from Sigurd’s cellar made the kind of 

meal we could only have dreamed of finding in any restaurant – with the benefit of hearing what 

Norwegians really think is going on in the country.  A great evening! 

Bergen is a historic and fascinating city.  A 

funicular railway leads to spectacular views of 

the city, and the walk down is through pine 

woods and lovely old houses in narrow, winding 

lanes. We ate fishy food at the market, and 

bought superb smoked salmon and halibut for a 

delicious dinner.  

Sunday was museum day – the excellent 

Hanseatic museum explaining that in the 17th 

century German traders made up about a third 

of the population, living in their own area under 

their own laws.  It’s harder to find the tiny 

‘Theta’ museum, in a single room hidden deep in the old Hanseatic complex which housed the 

earliest Bergen resistance group during the WWII German occupation. The delightful elderly 

Norwegian curator leaves no doubt that the resistance was set up by brave and determined people. 

We were moored next to Marcus and Siv, an adventurous couple who were sailing their new Albin 

Vega from Oslo to their home in Tromso – with their 6-year old daughter.  Siv was doing research on 

Arctic foxes.  Different. 

On Sunday evening we were joined by Sophie and Leila, who were accompanying us to Stavanger.  

We were determined that this would be a more relaxed leg – we would go where the wind took us 

and get some proper sailing in! 

Bergen to Skudevikkelen 

21 July - Kvalvag 
This noble ambition was immediately 

thwarted as we left Bergen in zero wind, so 

we chose a scenic route south through 

narrow channels.  We anchored for lunch and 

a swim in a little cove surrounded by bare 

rocks and open to the sea.  With crystal clear 

water at 19 degrees, and hot sun to dry off in, 

Fishy delights in the market 

Most of Kvalvag 



who needed the Mediterranean?  And after lunch we even had a good breeze for a while.  

Kvalvag turned out to be a delightful, tiny place hidden deep inside a narrow and winding mini-fjord.  

We tied up to a huge tractor tyre fixed to the wooden quay as a fender, next to a crumbling shed 

which contained two beautiful wooden boats being restored – as well as a huge collection of ancient 

but well-used tools, and a slightly surreal circle of old chairs round a rickety table.  Ideal for small 

planning meetings, involving a lot of beer, I suspect.  Apparently there is a group of ‘friends of 

Kvalvag’ working to restore some of the old buildings, and sure enough there was evidence of new 

planking and painting.  I’d have joined on the spot if someone had asked me. 

There was only room for three boats at the Kvalvag quay, and space was so tight that we had to end-

for-end Sula to leave.  Our neighbours cheerily provided loads of advice about places we should visit.  

People are very keen to tell us about their country. 

22 July – Kjerkesundet via the Tall Ships Race 
Nearing the rig-building and ship yards of 

Leirvik we spotted a couple of square 

riggers leaving en route for the Tall Ships 

Races in Bergen at the weekend and 

motored out to look at Pelican, one of the 

UK entries.  As we came up to them the 

wind filled in and we were able to get sails 

out to give them some racing practice.  

Poor old Pelican evidently needed half a 

gale to get moving properly, so we were 

treated to the spectacle of her setting full 

sail but quickly left her behind.  We were 

catching up with a huge Dutch square-

rigger called De Guilden Leuw when she suddenly gave up and headed into shelter billowing smoke – 

presumably the cook had burnt the waffeln.  Gallant, a smart Dutch gaffer, quickly outpaced us.  It 

was fun to see a few square-riggers in action without getting entangled in the full circus in Bergen! 

Exhausted by our racing endeavours (we had to tack a couple of times) we abandoned Leirvik and 

went for a nearby anchorage where we swam and dined in perfect peace.   

23 July – Espevaer and the UFO site 
In the morning we sailed gently across to Leirvik for supplies.  It was blazing hot, and we enjoyed the 

sight of the Norwegian square-rigger Statsraad Lemkuhl getting ready to celebrate her centenary.  A 

band was tuning up for an evening concert in the main square – we have a fine knack of being in 

places only days, or even hours, before interesting concerts, plays, festivals, operas..... 

Leaving Leirvik we passed a massive single-point mooring buoy, a drilling rig and a large ship under 

construction.  The town itself has several active factories.  Leirvik and Shetland’s Lerwick are similar 

in size and latitude, but the similarities pretty much stop there...  Having said that, Lerwick is busy in 

its own way – and I’d much rather live there! 

The Tall Ships Race.  We won. 



We had a great sail west towards the island of Espevaer, passing more tall ships on their way north.  

We nosed around Espevaer’s small harbour looking for somewhere to park before being invited to 

moor up against a huge and seemingly impregnable old motor cruiser. 

Espevaer was an odd place, with less than 100 

year-round inhabitants but many more holiday 

house owners – most of whom had flashy 

motor cruisers.  The houses were pretty and 

beautifully maintained, and overall it looked 

like a maritime version of one of those 

Cotswold villages where each little cottage has 

its Range Rover outside.  However, there was a 

sense of fun and friendliness which rescued the 

place.   Its main attraction was a circle made on 

the ground by a visiting UFO, closely followed 

by the ‘hummerpark’ – a natural crack in the 

rocks where 15,000 live lobsters used to be 

stored before being exported packed in wet newspaper to keep them alive.  A tiny chain ferry, about 

the size and shape of a 4-poster bed, wobbled and rattled its way across the harbour. 

As we walked back from inspecting the UFO site (where we had walked round the circle as 

instructed, to keep the myth alive...) we met Lars and Janni , the Norwegian owners of the big old 

cruiser that we were moored alongside.  They told us, very firmly, that we were going the wrong 

way.  “Why’s that?”  ”Because the pub is this way!”   Their friendly dog Pontus summed up the island 

spirit – he was a cross between a Labrador and a Daschund! 

24 July – Haugesund, and Marilyn Monroe’s dad 
The sunshine was now becoming a national phenomenon:  every Norwegian we met told us that the 

weather was unprecedented.  It really was hot – well into the thirties for the last couple of days.  

Even the wind was warm.  Look out south of France! 

We had another relaxed start as we hung around Espevaer waiting for Magnus – a grizzled man with 

an old wooden fishing boat, and heaps of delicious, freshly caught prawns which he had cooked on 

the way in.  We left for Haugesund with a kilo in the fridge.   

After a couple of hours the horizon closed in, 

and within a few minutes we were in a thick 

haar.  With AIS and radar we were able to 

carry on quite safely, though we took the sails 

down for better manoeuvrability between the 

islands. 

The mist cleared as we motored into 

Haugesund – another large town, and quite 

different from anywhere we’d been before.  

We tied up in a narrow channel lined with 

buildings, in the shadow of a new road bridge.  

Leila, Sophie, me and the chain ferry 

Kyla makes a break for it 



Haugesund seemed a bit depressed and more run down than most places:  it had made its fortune in 

the now defunct herring trade and didn’t seem to have found much to replace it.  Its main claim to 

fame was that Marilyn Monroe’s father came from the town – though oddly enough the statue was 

of her! 

25 July – Kvitsoy, North Utsire,  South Utsire... 
This was Kyla’s great escape!  She’d been wanting 

to play on her new folding bike for weeks, and 

today was the day.  With the magnificent racing 

crew of Sophie and Leila on board, and a cycle route 

from Haugesund to the little port of Skudeshavn 

just down the coast, it was an ideal opportunity 

for a day off the boat. 

As Kyla pedalled off we set out to look at Utsire, 

star of the Shipping Forecast.   It’s a dreary flat 

rock about 12 miles offshore, with a fearsome 

reputation for big waves and bad weather.  It’s 

also Norway’s smallest municipality, with only 200 inhabitants.  But of course (this is Norway) a 

modern ferry built like an icebreaker plies to and from the place several times a day; and this tiny 

former fishing/farming community is pioneering windmill/hydrogen fuel cell technology to produce 

enough power for all the island’s needs. 

The main reason for going to Utsire (with a fearsome reputation, etc....) was to find some wind and 

do some sailing:  but today there wasn’t a breath and we motored back over a glassy sea to retrieve 

Kyla, who ensured a warm welcome by providing a huge tub of icecream to make top class Coke 

floats.  Skudeshavn was pleasant but unexciting, and we were happy to head to Kvitsoy island about 

6 miles south. 

We anchored on the north side of the island, which we had to ourselves for swimming and 

exploration.  The scenery and ambience of the countryside had changed completely now:  Kvitsoy 

could be in Wester Ross, with low rocky slopes, little fields and even sheep and cattle – the sheep 

had bells, which sounded lovely.  The anchorage was a tranquil place to finish off our prawns in a 

garlic and chilli sauce.  Yum yum.   

26-28  July – Lysefjord and Stavanger: rocks and oil 
Next day we managed a few spells of sailing, with Kyla in sailing instructor mode for Sophie and 

Leila.  After some nifty work with the cruising chute, we motored for shelter with a menacing 

thunderstorm on the way.  Phones and iPads went in the oven, which is alleged to provide 

North Utsire... 

...and South Utsire.  So now you know. 



protection as a sort of Faraday Cage in case of a lightning strike.  I wonder if it works?  Fortunately 

we didn’t have to find out and anchored for the night near Ramsviga, in a pool at the head of a long, 

wooded fjord. 

We set off at 0540 in a luminous pink dawn, to explore 

the famous Lysefjord before more threatened thunder 

blotted out the landscape.  The fjord is narrow and 

enclosed by dark and ominous cliffs – spooky and 

spectacular.  The best-known feature is Pulpit Rock, an 

overhanging ledge 500 metres above a sheer drop to the 

water.   Though we arrived just after 0800 there were 

already people peering over the edge as we passed. 

About 14 miles into the fjord we decided we had got the 

idea and turned round.  I had been warned about 

‘fallwind’, katabatic gusts which can lay over a boat even 

under bare poles, so we were motoring:  and it was at 

this point that I noticed that the engine was not charging 

the batteries.  

We headed for Stavanger to sort the problem out.  It 

turned out to be a broken cable from the alternator – 

not serious, but a nuisance to get at.  Google and some 

phoning located a local company which made up a new connection and tested the alternator while I 

waited – fortunately it had not been damaged by the sudden disconnect.  

Stavanger was fun – much prettier, and more laid-back, than I expected Norway’s oil city to be.  

Three massive cruise ships dwarfed the city centre, but there was a lovely old town, with interesting 

museums and quirky murals.  The Kultursenter (how’s your Norwegian?) had great coffee and fast 

wifi.  The Petroleum Museum would make a visit to Stavanger worthwhile on its own – brilliantly laid 

out with fascinating large-scale models of rigs, and big bits of equipment to play with. 

29 July – 3 August:  Egersund to Kristiansand, an elk and a real bed 
Sophie and Leila set off, waiflike, at 5.00am to catch their Oslo train.  We grabbed another hour’s kip 

before setting off for Egersund, getting some good sailing in including a couple of hours with the 

cruising chute cleated off and pulling nicely.  Egersund is a pretty standard little town with the 

normal Norwegian ration of shipyards, fishing and industry – in this case porcelain.   

The next three days were frankly tiresome, 

with the wind either absent, on our noses or 

too strong.  We spent the first night in a 

secluded anchorage, approached by a channel 

about 15 metres wide:    after a quick explore 

ashore, we had a huge dinner of comfort food 

and for the first time actually watched a movie 

on the laptop.  I wouldn’t have wanted to try 

getting into the anchorage the following day – 

Pulpit Rock, top centre 

Are you sure there's an anchorage in here...? 



when we were unable to round the headland at Lista, because the remnants of a storm further out 

were still causing a big swell which combined with local waves to make a very unpleasant sea.  

Instead we sailed about 5 miles up the fjord 

to Flekkefjord, a pleasant little village where 

we moored outside one of the two local pubs 

– which closed at 6.30pm in the best 

Norwegian style.  We ate a huge and 

indigestible pizza in the other.  The local 

traffic warden also looked after boats: his 

accent didn’t sound very Norwegian, and he 

turned out to be from Plymouth.  Didn’t stop 

him asking what our Red Ensign was, 

though... 

Next day we motored past massive curtains 

of rock and found the swell at Lista much 

diminished.  What wind there was quickly settled down to be directly on our noses.  We couldn’t be 

bothered to beat into it and poor old Ernie the Engine got a full day’s work.   On the way to Mandal 

we passed Lindenes, the most southerly point of Norway:  we were 623 nautical miles south of 

Trollfjord, and exactly 2500 miles on from our start at James Watt Dock on 18 May.  Technically we 

also crossed from the North Sea to the Skaggerak.   

Highly-recommended Mandal turned out to be a modern harbour, dominated by a very elegant 

footbridge, a massive new Culture Centre (showing the cultural gems playing all over Norway this 

month:  Return to Planet of the Apes, Sex Tape, and Transformers 23) and, for some reason, a giant 

orange plastic ball floating on the water.  But a 

good band was playing in a riverside pub and 

the place had a great atmosphere.  It went up 

even further in our estimation when the local 

baker delivered free rolls in the morning. 

We finally reached Kristiansand(S) on Saturday 

afternoon, after another interminable motor 

into the wind – which was 20+ knots instead 

of the predicted 12, and steadfastly in the East 

rather than the SE as it should have been.  

Heigh ho.  At least we had a decent sail for a 

few miles down the final fjord into 

Kristiansand, and even a Dutch boat to race 

against – Sula definitely had the legs of a 

40’Jeanneau. Or perhaps the Dutchman 

couldn’t sail.  Or maybe he didn’t even realise 

he was racing. 

Parked outside the pub, Flekkefjord 

KristianSand sculpture 



We agreed that we were tired and getting cabin fever, so our main interest was not exploring 

Kristiansand but working out how to get away from the boat and spend at least a night in a real bed!   

Which we did in a wonderful and atmospheric farmhouse in Hadden Gard, an hour by train from 

Kristiansand.  We stayed in an 18th century cottage, walked miles, ate like kings, stared at a genuine 

wild elk and couldn’t see the sea for the first time in 10 

weeks.   

4 – 8 August:  Lyngor, Skudevikkelen and goodbye 
Norway.... 
My sister Janie joined us in Kristiansand.  It’s not an inspiring 

city, and the highlight of our visit was Kyla putting on not 

one but two loads of washing – unfortunately into the 

tumble dryers rather than the washing machines.  We all 

learned some new words. 

Next day we entered the Blindeleia, a narrow channel 

running east inside the islands to Lillesand.  Wow!  It sure 

was narrow – it just doesn’t seem right motoring along with 

rocks about two metres away from the boat.   Almost the 

entire route is lined with holiday homes, each with its boat 

and boatshed in rocky coves and little inlets. 

After an ice-cream 

stop in pretty Lillesand we motored on to anchor in Bufjord, 

in bucolic surroundings.  Next morning we left early for a 

lunch stop in Arendal.  At last we got full sail up, and had a 

great fetch through quite different country – low coastline, 

lots of trees and rounded hills.  We were able to park right 

in the middle of Arundal, an attractive large town with the 

usual shipyards and industry round the corner.   

We left in a rising wind, from roughly the right direction at 

last, and had a great sail to our nightstop at Lyngor, where  

we tied up next to the sailmaker’s loft and ‘The Sailmaker’s 

Wife’ pub.  The sailmaker had some interesting ideas about 

how to make a furling main actually work as a  sail – at 

Norwegian prices!  The village was a pleasant little resort spread over four small islands.  

Next day we had our first full day’s sailing for weeks, with the cruising chute up and a lovely beam 

reach all afternoon in the sunshine.  This was what it’s supposed to be like!   

Our final Norwegian anchorage, Skudevikkelen, was also the most difficult to get into – through a 

narrow channel between a submerged shoal and a huge rock, which had to be passed with about a 

metre to spare.  It was a beautiful place, totally sheltered and with a fine walk up to a viewpoint and 

bronze age burial mound.  As we looked for a good spot to anchor we found to our astonishment 

that the only other yacht in the place was not only British (the first Red Ensign we’d seen since 

Bergen) but also a Westerly like Sula – a beautiful Fulmar called Shiphrah.  After speedy reference to 

Janie, our new helm.   

Lillesand for ice-cream 



the Westerly Yearbook, we rowed across to invite the owners for a drink and were able to accost 

them by name – and they, having done the same, knew just who we were.  Alastair and Evelyn 

Dunlop, also flying a CA burgee, lived about 10 miles from us in Edinburgh.  So our last evening in 

Norway became a Westerly ‘muster’.  It was all slightly surreal.   

On Friday 8 August at 0550 we upped anchor and left Norway, after 10 weeks and more than 2000 

miles.  No doubt it should have been a time of great reflection, mulling over our experiences, 

contrasting cultures, considering lessons learned, triumphs and near-disasters.   I was just so relieved 

to get out of the anchorage without bothering any rocks that I hardly gave leaving Norway a second 

thought.  Things will settle in later!  

Southern Norway looked beautiful in the peaceful dawn light, and it faded away romantically as we 

made our way across the Skaggerak.  For once the wind did exactly as forecast, and we had a fine sail 

to introduce us to Swedish waters.  
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9 – 10 August:  Hello Sweden, and drama in Fjallbacke 
When we arrived from Norway at the little holiday village of Ekinas, Sula was the only British boat in 

the marina.  No surprise there – we had seen only one Red Ensign since leaving Bergen three weeks 

earlier – but there were hardly any Swedish boats either.  

Had we got our navigation spectacularly wrong?  No – it 

was simply that, like most places within easy sail of the 

border, Ekinas was packed with Norwegians hoovering up 

cheap booze and victuals. 

We soaked up the holiday atmosphere and enjoyed dining 

ashore at a sensible price, for the first time in two months.   

Everything already felt more relaxed in Sweden – the 

Swedes just seemed to have a more laid back attitude to 

life, and it showed.  Things were not so pristine or super-

efficient, but everything worked and it was normally done 

with a smile. 

After a suitably slow start the next morning, with Kyla 

alarming the local fish by diving in amongst them, we left Ekinas for Fjallbacke – famous, as you’ll 

know, as the place where Ingrid Bergmann used to spend her hols.  We had a good sail through the 

islands, with increasing wind as a forecast blow built up.  Berthing alongside the harbour wall at 

Fjallbacke along with three other yachts, we explored the clifftop walk before the rain started.   

As the wind increased one of the other boats on 

the wall began to have problems, with fenders 

popping out and general bashing about.  

Although our fenders were working quite hard 

they were staying in place and doing their job.  

However, after an hour or so the fender-popper 

summoned the RS launch (a Swedish cross 

between a marine breakdown service and the 

RNLI), which pulled them away from the wall.  

The other boats followed, and after discussion 

with the RS boat we decided to do the same.  It 

was quite fun being heaved off sideways, with 

lines round the bow and stern cleats:  and 

although I think we would have been OK as the wind eased later on, it was the right decision.  Once  

released by the RS boat we had an interesting time looking for a berth in the marina, with a few 

A relaxed Swedish moon 

Foamy in Fjallbacke... 



about turns in 30 knots of wind, but eventually 

we pushed a couple of motor cruisers apart and 

squeezed in between for a good night’s sleep. 

On Sunday we set off, still in a pretty stiff wind, 

and motored down sheltered channels behind 

the islands, including the Ritsvik canal and a 7m 

swing bridge.  At our planned anchorage a 

cheery group of Swedes invited us to use an 

unoccupied mooring buoy, and later joined us 

for drinks and gave us a load of useful tips for 

the onward voyage.   

 

11 – 13 August:  Gothenburg, wind and Mr Furlex 
We woke up to thunder and torrential rain, and decided (we were cruising, after all) to delay our 

departure.  After porridge to strengthen the sinews we set off into a strong breeze to make our way 

down through the islands to Gothenburg.   We passed a variety of birds, occasional boats and lots of 

rock – some of it, oddly, with cows grazing on top of barren crags.   

As the channel widened into Hakefjord, the wind increased until we were regularly getting 40+ knots  

across the deck.  We motorsailed down the fjord, seeing no other boats – except a couple of dinghy 

races inshore, with a fleet of tiny Oppies remaining commendably upright!   The weather was clearly 

deteriorating further, so we abandoned plans for Gothenburg and ducked into a marina on Norden 

island, dodging an enormous LPG tanker and its associated tug.   We were able to pick up some 

useful tips in the clubhouse for a relatively sheltered route to Gothenburg the following morning. 

In the event the passage was less taxing than 

expected, and notable mainly for huge numbers of 

swans and ravens encountered along the way.  

Though it was still almost directly into the wind and 

down narrow channels, we managed some 

motorsailing and at last got plain sail out to dodge 

the ferries going up the river into Gothenburg itself.  

We found a great berth in the middle of town, and 

met friends Richard and Sarah who had arrived on 

the ferry from Kiel.  Gothenburg provided new oil for 

Ernie the Engine and gigantic prawn sandwiches for 

our lunch.  

We moved out of town in the afternoon to start 

making progress south, and stopped in a huge 

marina at Langedrag.  This is the HQ of KSSS, the 

Royal Swedish Yacht Club and I guess the closest 

thing to the Royal Yacht Squadron.  Everything was 

...and the simple solution 

They still haven't finished that bridge... 



very ritzy, with loads of large and purposeful boats.   

Here we had our first encounter with ‘sternpost mooring’, going bows-to with lines from the stern to 

posts in the water.  This proved more complicated than we really needed in a fresh and gusty 

breeze, especially since the first berth we tried was too narrow to allow Sula in.  We succeeded on 

our second attempt and tied up, with the help of the man on the smart boat next door who skilfully 

lassooed the second post for us.    

He was oddly interested in our in-mast furling.  His wife then revealed that he was Christer Bernson, 

the man who designed the original Furlex system!  This was a bit like meeting the man who invented 

the disc brake for cars.  Christer and his wife Jenni invited us round for drinks at their house nearby.  

They were a delightful and hospitable couple and gave us one of our most pleasant evenings of the 

trip – and a lovely way for my sister Janie to end her holiday.  

13 – 17 August:  Varberg, Falkenberg, Halmstad  and a lot of sea 
As we left Langedrag the wind started out on our nose, but steadily built and came round to the 

beam at about F5-6.  This gave us a good sail, but in a confusion of big swell and waves directly 

across the track.  Richard and Sarah got a lively introduction to the joys of sailing, with Sula bucking 

about happily and rolling like a dog in dust.  They coped with it like hardened professionals and even 

managed to smile as they were regularly rotated through 50 degrees.  I saw a dolphin, when I was on 

the helm:  a black dorsal fin came slicing down a wave, and disappeared just in front of the boat.  I 

don’t know if I was more surprised or he was. 

We arrived at Varberg, after 46 uncomfortable 

miles, and had a welcome glass or two in the 

shelter of the marina.  Once again we had to 

deal with sternpost moorings – but this time 

our performance looked like it had been 

choreographed by Busby Berkeley.  Varberg had 

little to offer:  the fortress allegedly contains a 

really great C14th bog body, but we decided to 

give it a miss. 

After a sunny breakfast we had another rolly 

sail, this time to the industrial town of 

Falkenburg where we sternpost-moored again 

(experts now) in the flickering shadow of huge 

wind turbines.  The town far exceeded our expectations - the lovely old centre had a fast-flowing 

river, an impressive C17th church, and a cheery retro bar with good beer and a telly showing the 

town football team in action.  It also boasted an amazingly well-stocked food store selling every kind 

of Middle- and Eastern-European delicacy.    Where did they find customers?  Anyway we ate well on 

board. 

On Friday we had a great sail along the area’s famous 60km beach to Halmstad.  It was rolly again, 

but Richard and Sarah helmed with aplomb.  The coastline was flat and boring, with occasional low 

hills and trees everywhere, and only the occasional cormorant and seagull to look at.    

Richard and Sarah quickly picked up the basic 
principles of sailing... 



Halmstad is a busy and attractive little town, 

with a few interesting old buildings, lots of 

industry on the outskirts and well-used docks.  

Ignoring the main marina just inside the harbour 

entrance we found a great mooring right in the 

middle of town – where the harbourmaster 

quickly proclaimed himself an inventor, keen to 

get advice on how to sell a new mooring device 

in the UK.    

A mobile beach-volleyball exhibition (honestly) 

was in town and all evening the place throbbed 

to the thunderous musical accompaniment.  

Richard and Sarah treated us to a superb meal – real steak, for the first time in months!  Sadly, we 

said goodbye to them on Saturday morning as they set off on a train and bus odyssey of Byzantine 

complexity to return to their holiday in Kiel. 

18-19 August:   Halmstad and Helsingborg, and Halmstad again... 
Then it blew a hooley and we couldn’t get away from Halmstad.   

We set off at 7.30 on Sunday morning, but turned back when we got 40 knots across the deck before 

we even left the harbour.  Not much happens in Halmstad on a Sunday.  

On Monday morning it was still blowing, and 

we found ourselves a train into Helsingborg.   It 

only took an hour, and we realised that 

suddenly, we were back in Europe.  Twee 

wooden houses and itsy-bitsy fishing villages 

had disappeared, and everything had turned to 

brick and stone.  Roads had cars, bars had 

people.  There were fields, some even with 

crops.  And it was raining. 

We stayed in a superb and quirky hotel (Hotel 

Maria – if you’re ever in Helsingborg, don’t stay 

anywhere else) right in the centre, and it was 

fun to mooch about and see the big city. 

20-23 August:  Halmstad yet again, Torekov and astronomy at Ven 
The wind howled on for another two days, and we got away from Halmstad on Thursday morning, 

the 21st, having decided that we’d make the 15-mile hop to Torekov whatever the weather.   

Of course the forecast moderation didn’t happen, and we left the harbour to cross the bay with 

gusts of 40+ knots still indicated.  With the wind just forward of the beam, we made good progress 

and although the waves were big – coming straight across the Kattegat, after 6 days of high wind –

Sula handled them beautifully.  Nevertheless we were happy to arrive in the lovely little holiday 

village of Torekov, gliding into an alongside berth to be anxiously quizzed about conditions outside.  

...even at sea! 

Helsingborg hairdresser.  Closed, unfortunately 



We were of course suitably modest.  A 

good stroll around and an excellent meal in 

the local smokery were good for morale, 

and we finished a sociable evening by 

inviting the German couple from the boat 

next door for drinks and chat.  The 

exchange of whisky for useful tips and 

information has worked well throughout 

the trip! 

From Torekov we just had to round one 

headland, and then – with the wind firmly 

in the west – we should have an easy sail to 

the island of Ven, between Gothenborg 

and Copenhagen in the Oresund.  It was 

about 35 miles but as the wind remained steadfastly on the nose we ended up doing over 45.  As 

usual the wind and sea increased as the day went on, and eventually we gave up being purists and 

put the engine on.   In one heavy squall, with 

lashing rain and gusts of over 50 knots making 

visibility almost zero, we were joined for half an 

hour by a group of dolphins.  Later we also saw a 

Norwegian 3-masted square-rigger charging along 

with full sail set – very impressive. 

Ven was fun.  We went there to visit the Tycho 

Brahe museum – he was given the island by the 

Danish king after discovering a new star, and set 

up an amazing centre of 

astronomy/astrology/alchemy which drew 

learned people from all over Europe.  The island 

was lush and green, virtually car-free, and 

delightful to stroll about.  We bought fabulous 

bread from a tiny flourmill/bakery.  A very 

satisfying spot. 

24-25 August:  Malmo and Skanor 
Ven to Malmo should be a simple half-day or so – a straight line down the Oresund, just look at the 

map.  And so it is – if the weather’s right.  If there are massive thunderstorms marching across the 

sound, it can be much more interesting.   We got caught. 

We thought we’d had a pretty sloppy time the previous day on the way in to Ven, but it was nothing 

compared to the squall that marched over us about 5 miles outside Malmo.  The sky turned black 

and a curtain of rain swept towards us, with a frothy white sea underneath.   

Fortunately we were prepared, though the force of the storm still took us by surprise.  Within 

seconds we had gusts of over 40 knots and lashing rain that made looking upwind quite impossible.  

Torekov's Museum - nameboards from the ones who 
didn't make it round the corner 

We could do with one of these for the boat... 



This time we had decided simply to furl the sails and use the engine to keep Sula’s head up to wind, 

and it worked pretty well for the 15 minutes or so until the sky cleared and the rain stopped.  The 

waves had picked up quickly but subsided just as fast.  However, even after the squall passed over 

the wind stayed strong – and in fact it remained at 20+ knots for the next couple of days. 

We headed for Turbinhavn, the marina closest to the centre of Malmo.   It turned out to have an 

astonishingly narrow entrance with a 90 degree bend in the middle – leading to the most compact 

marina I’ve ever seen, with no shelter from the NW wind and a large mooring buoy in the middle of 

the main fairway.   It also appeared to be completely full.  We investigated a couple of unsuitable 

moorings, and were gestured down to try another which was far too short – all the time being 

pushed further downwind.  Eventually even Sula’s wonderful ability to turn on a sixpence couldn’t 

prevent us from being blown towards a low bridge and shallow water, and I had to berth alongside 

the service pontoon.  Fortunately the harbourmaster understood the problem and gave us a great 

welcome.   

Malmo looked to me like a mixture of Milton 

Keynes and Portsmouth, with a few old streets 

and a lot of dubious new development.  Kyla 

liked the lively atmosphere and cosmopolitan 

outlook of a city now containing about 150 

nationalities.  Either way, we both felt a 

morning was enough exploration and were 

quite glad to leave at lunchtime the next day.   

Turning to get out of our alongside mooring, 

against a gusty wind, was an interesting 

problem but we managed with some very long 

lines and a bit of heaving by Fredrik the Helpful 

Harbourmaster. 

The Bridge, famous TV star that it is, lies just 

south of Malmo and we duly sailed underneath 

it.  It’s an elegant structure and looked good in 

the steely afternoon light.  The light was steely 

because it was preparing to provide us with yet 

another blast of wind and deluge of rain. 

We watched the storm slowly develop and 

move towards us over the sound – very 

impressive in its own way.  This time we left a scrap of mainsail up to keep the boat up to wind, and 

it worked very well:  I was able to control both the boat’s speed and direction, and just keep her 

moving at about 1.5 knots roughly the right way.  Nevertheless we were glad to reach the shelter of 

Skanor and find a convenient alongside berth – just about as far south as you can go in Sweden. 

Malmo's twisty tower 



The wind kept going the following day, and we 

spent it ashore exploring the delights of the 

Falsterbo peninsula.  The marina lent us bikes, 

and we pedalled past the remarkable 

Hollviken Canal to a  ‘Viking village’ built over 

the past 20 years or so.  Kyla thought it gave a 

good impression of Viking life.  I was just 

disappointed that their trebuchet didn’t work.  

We made our way back the harbour past 

serried twitchers looking at migrating honey 

buzzards, to find that the weather was due to 

improve on Tuesday morning.  

 

 

Copenhagen next! 

 

 

  

Sorry, Darling - what did you say about my 
navigation...? 

Denmark?  Down the steps, and carry on 
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26-27 August: Copenhagen and Dragoer 
We left Skanor, at the southern tip of Sweden, early on 26 August for a tranquil 20-mile sail to meet 

our friends Barbara and Neil  in Copenhagen.  It was complicated only slightly when a sheet car 

disintegrated – our first gear failure in 2000 miles, and quickly fixed when I eventually located the 

spare hidden away in deep storage months ago. 

In Copenhagen we pounced on a good berth on the 

Christianshavn Canal, bang in the middle of the liveliest 

bit of town where we strolled around the ‘semi-

independent’ enclave of Christiania (“No photographs 

please – buying and selling dope is still illegal”), and in 

the evening watched spectacular street artists in 

Nyhavn.  Next morning we wandered round the city 

enjoying fabulous architecture, interesting people, 

sunshine, our first cafe breakfast of the voyage, and fun 

museums.  It was all very peaceful, and we had a real 

feeling of being back in the south.  A lovely city.  

In the afternoon we left for a gentle sail to the village 

of Dragoer, about 8 miles south.  What a contrast!  We 

could have been 100 miles from the city, in this tiny 

place with cobbled streets and miniature cottages.   It 

was a bit Cotswold-twee but had a friendly atmosphere 

and a pub selling excellent beer to drink in the 

sunshine.   

28-31 August:  Rodvig, Femo and Skaenskor 
We left Dragoer at 11.30 after a very relaxed start – whee!  We’re on holiday!  The breeze soon filled 

in for the 28-mile sail across the bay to Rodvig, and Neil had an ideal introduction to helming.  The 

only noteworthy event was a long conversation between the Danish coastguard and a yacht aground 

– in a position exactly where we intended to sail tomorrow.   Hmmm... 

Rodvig was a pleasant but uninspiring little town known for its flints and white cliffs – Dover has 

nothing to fear.  In the morning Kyla found a swimming platform, while the rest of us made do with 

showers.  We set off to find an anchorage in the huge area of shallow water between Zeeland and 

Mon Island, and had a good fetch to the start of the dredged channel through the shallows. 

The Danish Stock Exchange 



This part of Denmark is flat, with areas of 

broadleaf woodland, neatly cultivated fields and 

sandy beaches.  The sea is shallow, with depths 

rarely above 20 metres.   After the last 8 weeks 

in Norway and Sweden, it was like travelling 

round the West Highlands and suddenly finding 

yourself in Norfolk.  We were used to becoming 

a bit twitchy if the depth went below 10 metres.  

Here, as we carefully navigated the invisible but 

well-marked channels, it was regularly below 

2.5m.  We draw 1.5... 

After waiting an hour for a lifting bridge we 

abandoned the search for an anchorage:  

anywhere offering suitable shelter seemed to be only about half a metre deep, so we sailed on to a 

good harbour on the little island of Femo.  A group of porpoises clearly approved of the decision and 

shepherded us along for a few minutes. 

In spite of the first sustained rain for weeks, we 

spent a day exploring the delights of Femo:   

pretty little churches, blackberries, fruit trees and 

even occasional grapes.  A splendid 18th century 

restaurant provided fabulous lobster soup and 

the world’s biggest Wiener Schnitzels.  Nouvelle 

cuisine had not yet made it to Femo. 

On Sunday morning we set off early for 

Skaenskor.  A good breeze soon died away and as 

we approached the only busy commercial port in 

the area a thick fogbank gave us another 

opportunity to check the radar.  It soon cleared – 

just as well, as we then had a two-mile motor 

through a narrow buoyed channel in to the 

harbour. 

Skaenskor was pleasant and unpretentious.  After 

we saw Neil and Barbara onto a bus it rained 

solidly and we briefly tried the local pub.   It 

looked like someone’s front room, with classic 

rock on the jukebox and hard-bitten regulars who had evidently been drinking for a while.  Bizarrely, 

people were smoking.  Denmark must be about the only country on earth which hasn’t banned 

smoking in pubs.  It makes your clothes smell.  

As we travelled south we gradually saw more of the birds we’re used to at home – mallards, swans, 

black crows.  In Skaenskor the water was dotted with scores of coots – the first we had seen – all 

diving and apparently finding plenty to eat.   In the UK they are disputatious, territorial birds which 

Neil and Babs soon got nautical 

Votive ship and C17 mural, Femo Church 



noisily chase off invaders.  Here they seemed to be quite peaceful – maybe because they had taken 

over the joint so successfully. 

1-2 September – Samso 
On our own again, we had a fine sail up the Great Belt between the main Danish islands of Zeeland 

and Fyn.  The scenery was uninteresting, with featureless agricultural land on both sides: but a beam 

reach and favourable current gave good progress under the impressive bridge, and 50 miles later we 

rounded the north end of Samso island where yet another intricate channel between hidden shoals 

led to the tiny harbour of Langor.   

Next morning was clear and sunny.  We 
hired bikes (‘Please leave 70 kroner in the 
box’) and set off to explore Samso.  It was a 
gem – the prettiest and most peaceful place 
we’ve come across.   The main town, 
Tranebjerg, had a beautiful old church, and 
the little seaside town of Ballen provided an 
excellent al fresco lunch in the sun beside a 
lovely harbour.  The island was a joy to 
pedal round – apart from the primary 
attraction of being flat, being in Denmark it 
had dedicated cycle paths all over the 
place.  Roadside stalls beside every farm 
and village sold all kinds of fruit and 
vegetables, from courgettes to figs, and 
there was an air of unpretentious neatness 
to everything.   

3-4 September:  Ebeltoft and Begtrug Vig 
Ha!  Best laid plans, etc...   We glided serenely out of Langor, having just assured the harbourmaster 

that no, we didn’t want to pay him another 200 kroner to stay the night there, and motored the half 

mile to our chosen anchorage.  At the perfect spot... the anchor windlass was dead as a dodo.  Not a 

click or peep.  So we motored back into Langor, paid our twenty quid, tracked down the broken 

connection and had an undisturbed night.  Heigh ho. 

Next morning we had a peaceful sail through the shallow water east of Samso Island, with seals, 

swans and eider ducks for company.  The wind held up and we sailed right into the harbour 

approach at Ebeltoft, about 25 miles north on the mainland.  Berthing was complicated by 

sternposts big enough to moor, say, the Titanic, but we got sorted in the end and explored the town.   

It had the standard street of old, restored houses and shops, but not much else of interest.  Oddly, 

the whole place was completely empty of people – cafés closed, streets deserted and virtually no 

traffic.  The vast supermarket had 9 cars in the carpark.  Maybe it was something we said.  Anyway 

we finally found a little café where we drank sundown beers in the garden.   

Two ways of getting around Samso 



Kyla went off on a dawn photographic expedition 

next day, then we went our separate ways to 

Denmark’s largest Glass Museum and a faithfully 

restored Danish sail/steam frigate featuring the 

world’s largest feathering propeller.  Try to guess who 

went where.   

Leaving Ebeltoft early in the afternoon (we were 

really getting into this holiday timing) we had a lovely 

sail in sunshine and a cool breeze round a little 

peninsula to anchor in Begtrug Vig – a wide bay 

surrounded by virtually featureless bucolic Denmark.  

It was very peaceful and provided unchallenging 

scenery in which to eat the fresh fish we’d bought in 

Ebeltoft.  Kyla braved the bracing water for a swim.  

I’m not so daft. 

Next day we sailed another 30 miles or so to Snaptun, through shallow water and hazy sunshine.  

There was barely enough wind to sail, on a very broad reach, and we should have put the cruising 

chute up to make quicker progress:  but we felt too lazy to disinter the beast from the locker and run 

the sheets.  The day’s excitement was radio traffic about a helicopter which had crashed into the sea 

on the other side of Samso Island, just a few miles away.  The coastguard talked for hours about ‘a 

rescue operation’, but sadly we learned later that all three aboard were killed. 

5-8 September:  Snaptun, Middelfart, Aaro and Dyvig 
Snaptun is another pretty little village, with a splendid new yacht harbour and a marvellous old ferry 

shuttling to the island a mile away across the ‘fjord’.  All very civilised, and in the morning we had a 

lazy start including a lie-in and bacon and eggs for breakfast.  Conditions were ideal, with a lovely 

fetch until late afternoon when the wind eased and backed so far that we had absolutely no excuse 

for not digging out the cruising chute.   It 

worked well for an hour or so, when the wind 

disappeared completely – before reappearing 

again from the other bow and letting us get the 

genoa out again.  All of this to beat a German 

yacht about 200 metres away, who may not 

even have realised that he was taking part in a 

race.  He lost, anyway. 

At about 5pm we arrived in Middelfart.  

Childish I know, but you’ve got to smile...   As 

revenge for making fun of its name, Middelfart 

ensured that its town centre harbour was choc-

a-bloc and made us sail another five miles to 

the huge and impersonal marina round the point.  But we had a cheery welcome from our Danish 

neighbour.   

Ebeltoft fishing gear 

Rush hour, Middelfart High Street 



Middelfart had a few old half-timbered buildings and provided excellent coffee and fruit tarts on 

Sunday morning, but otherwise didn’t have much to say for itself.  We set off into a rather murky 

afternoon and sailed past the charming and 

delightfully-named island of Brandso – well-

treed, nice beaches and a couple of big 

houses.  As a Brand I might have to take 

possession one of these days. 

Aaro Island immediately endeared itself by 

having a large giraffe-shaped bouncy castle 

at the harbour – something we had been 

missing for months.  Apart from that it was 

pretty but unspectacular.  A reasonably 

accurate description of Denmark, now I think 

of it...  though it has certainly given us the 

best sailing of the voyage.   The day was 

notable for Kyla finishing the tapestry which 

had kept her amused since we left the Clyde, 

and starting us off on the massive task of 

eating all the food left on the boat.  Corned 

beef, onions from Samso and half a tin of 

curry powder formed the basis of the first 

meal.  Not the sort of repast that cries out to be shared with friends. 

On 8 September we set off in the sunshine for a 15-mile sail to Dyvig – our last stop before lay-up in 

Augustenborg.  The predicted gentle SW breeze would have given us a relaxing fetch all the way, but 

the clouds darkened and the wind began to whistle as soon as we left the harbour.  The radio started 

broadcasting gale warnings and the heavens opened.  Soon we were back in our favourite state, 

bashing into 30+ knots of wind and lashing 

rain. 

Of course it didn’t last for ever, and in a 

couple of hours everything eased off and we 

had quite a pleasant sail.  Motoring into the 

narrow channel to Dyvig we found ourselves 

in what looked like a quiet inland lake, 

surrounded by trees, fields and reed-banks.  It 

was supposed to be one of Denmark’s most 

beautiful anchorages.  Hmmm...   There’s a 

busy marina at one end, with a huge hotel 

opposite.  We decided to anchor off and just 

appreciate the view.  Oddly, about a million 

seagulls had made a similar decision – the water was white with them.   

The end of cruise feast included champagne, lobster bisque and other long-stored delicacies  - and 

the gas bottle lasted out! 

Not as big as Bayeux 

Staff preparing for the end-of-cruise dinner 



9-10 September:  Augustenborg and the end of the line... 
The squawking clouds of seagulls were still around in the morning.  Maybe it’s some kind of holiday 

destination. 

Our final leg to Augustenborg was predictably windier than the forecast near-calm, and we had a 

great sail down the ‘fjord’ passing a couple of big square-riggers going the other way.  It’s surprising 

how many of these boats are around.  Our low expectations of Augustenborg (described by some of 

our former neighbours as ‘not a very nice city’) were quickly confounded:  it’s an attractive little 

place, with a yellow-and-white palace and lovely gardens overlooking a quiet, reedy cul-de-sac off 

the main channel.   

The marina is small and very rural, with some purposeful go-anywhere boats which look as if they 

have seen some serious sailing.  Sula is certainly looking a bit grizzled.   Anders Dahl, who runs the 

place, is helpful and efficient, and it all looks good as Sula’s winter quarters. 

On 10 September Sula’s mast came down and she was carefully lifted onto her cradle, 116 days and 

2350 miles after leaving James Watt Dock in Greenock.  She looked after us superbly throughout the 

voyage, and we’re already looking forward to returning next spring to bring her home. 

 

 

 

 

 


